### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.

This original Jan 10, 2016 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Philippines. Read to the end, since everyone has been completely notified through every single ways and means, including Congress, Interpol, Press, churches, + you, my 7.388 Billion people who I have always claimed as my own mankind. Keith is Sanctified by the Holy Trinity.


Keith Duncan


Today is Sunday, Jan 10, 2016 as I am in 3 pm service of www.NewLifeTheFort.com

phone +63(2) 729-9673 info@newlifethefort.com lifegroups@newlifethefort.com communications@newlifethefort.com admin@NewLifeTheFort.com http://www.twitter.com/newlifethefort http://www.facebook.com/newlifethefort theleague@newlifethefort.com youthjam@newlifethefort.com won@newlifethefort.com

I spoke with Pastor Alvin at end of service. He has a friend connection at CNN Philippines that I have visited twice so far in person. I offered his church $1 Million USD in pledged cash from IRS WhistleBlower Feb 2009, case 658 that is held hostageForProfit.com by nora.Beardsley@irs.gov and amanda.D.Houston@irs.gov at (707) 535-3825 Fax 707 535-3899 as they are involved with Super criminal TheFinalTerrorist.com also as they actively prevent all investigations with all other agencies affected by this one mastermind criminals. The churches will LOVE having such great financing to complete their own ChristDomain.com ministries.

The service starts. I only have very limited wi-fi on my Globe mobile phone so all the following blog broadcasts are direct typed.

- Isaiah 7:1 is The Sign of Immanuel
- Isaiah 42:12 and Hebrews 7:21 forward.

The song completes with Heaven and Earth become One.

- Isaiah 59:1 is about Sin, Confession and Redemption. Paraphrase 2: “But your iniquities have separated you from your God, your sins have hidden his face from you.” Pastor speaks about the presence of God and the relationships between all of GOD’s creations. The scripture about the lost coins, the lost sheep, and the prodigal sons, the master is the one in search for the missing and lost possessions.

  2 Chronicles 16:9 “For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth, to show Himself strong on behalf of those whose heart is loyal to Him.” Elijah was a prophet cool under pressure surrounded by enemies. He focused on GOD to survive the persecution. Pastor speaks about angels and their roles with mere mortals. Amazing Grace hymn is mentioned. One of Keith’s favorite all time Baptist song of praise. Ezekiel 34:11-16 is about finding and rescuing sheep. Is this the Chinese Year of the Sheep that I have lived through since China journey starting Feb 11, 2015.

  This is the http://www.UNIocracy.com that culminates with www.IFJC2.com NewZion2.com SolutionGod.com christdomain.com and latest http://www.SaviorKeith.com
Psalm 23: Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me All the days of my life: And I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever.” This is also John 10:30 The Father and I are one.

Romans 2:4 “Or do you show contempt for the riches of his kindness, forbearance and patience, not realizing that God’s kindness is intended to lead you to repentance.” Pastor states that Christ never transferred illness from one person to another. He did drive out the demons of individuals by showing them the sins of their idols ways.

2 Samuel 12:1-9 is about a rich man using the one possession of a poor man instead of his own possessions. This is about King David and Nathan’s rebuke of what the King was doing to his own people. Even those seen as righteous also commit crimes against others because of their wealth and prestige. Romans 8 states about God and Life through the Spirit.

Psalm 139:7-12 is about light and darkness and the presence of GOD. The children’s song about ‘He’s got the whole world in HIS hands’. John 10:28-29 The Good Shepherd and His Sheep. “I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; no one will snatch them out of my hand….”

Hebrews 13:5 is about character and moral disposition. I, SaviorKeith.com see verse 9 “Do not be carried away by all kinds of strange teachings. It is good for our hearts to be strengthened by grace, not but eating ceremonial foods…”. Verse 16 “And do not forget to do good and to share with others, for with such sacrifices God is pleased”. This is the cooperative ministries that is the true ROOT of UNIocracy.com the worlds first virtual government that affects all of mankind in all wondrous and powerful ways.

In GOD, we have always been created in perfect form. Through our own actions, we have dirtied and soiled our own perfection because of the dynamics of humankind. When Christ came, Justice and Truth was displayed for all to see, believe, and Act with Authority of fearless people for the benefit of all others. Pastor speaks about the church leaders presenting an adulterous woman to Christ asking for the law to be upheld of punishment of death. Christ stated that anyone who was sinless should cast the first stone. Christ had the only right to condemn the woman. He displayed grace and sent the woman on her way. This is what I have done for years. The prime exception that also is same as Christ, is that the evil of our world must be addressed in order to divide the true unrepentant sinners and criminals from the rest of society who want peace and harmony in their daily lives.

Christ was always reaching out to all others to ensure no one is left outside the reach of the grace of GOD. Define Grace. It is a demonstration of GOD’s love for his own creations. Ephesians 3:17-18, then Romans 5:1-2 “…through whom also we have access by faith into this grace in which we stand…”. We throw open our doors to God and discover at the same moment that he has already thrown open his door to us”. Pastor went to Israel and speaks about double doors. “We find ourselves standing where we always hoped we might stand-out in the wide open spaces of GOd’s grace and glory, standing tall and shouting our praise.”

Hebrews 4: Pastor speaks about Promotion. Transition and Movement. Pro Motion. God is our entity who moves within our lives. Colossians 1:18-20 The Supremacy of the Son of God. verse 1 “The Son is he image of the invisible GOD, the firstborn over all creation.” Other quotes are: “So spacious is he, so roomy, that everything GOD…”. Verse 18: “And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in everything he might have supremacy. ….” The rest of this scripture describes GOD’s original and end intentions for his own creations. Again, this is all accomplished by the Free will Choice of mankind.

The Pastor asks for those who accept Jesus as their savior to acknowledge their situation and ask for guidance in walking in the light and grace of God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit.

Pastor speaks about the Expansion of new worship space as they currently meet in Cinema 7 of the Market Market movie theaters in Makati Fort Bonaficia area slightly south of Manila.

Keith Duncan

I am back at the Philippines j2 military Public Relations Corp debriefing the world. It is really really slow here on my world purpose. I video broadcast a local monument sitting in middle of expressway near here as #324 that also changes our world, one relationship at a time. These entire story lined sequences remain the worst of the worse, and the best of the best for the simple reason that I have taken each and every crime committed and transformed it into individual solutions that prevent almost all crimes in the first place. This has never been achieved in the course of human history according to the recorded transcripts of humanity known as the Library of Congress and wealth of knowledge contained in books, white papers, scientific studies, scripture, audio, and even video recording of history.

Yes, these crimes against humanity will continue in ultimate intensity until the world self-destructs with genocide murder directed by the criminal ruling elite. Or unit the course of mankind is reversed by the ultimate education of how to actually be transparent in order to hold each person in the world accountable for their actions and behaviors. I have carefully recorded all events and the solutions as fast as possible using the store, forward, and retrieval methods I learned at N.C.S.U. Raleigh N.C. from Aug 1976 until I graduated Dec 1981.

I called USA gov again last night. They all claim no accountability and eventually hang up since they are ghosts. No name, no guts, no anything but smoke..... Typical. This is why USA gov and many others will collapse in chaos when my works are finally public.

Tonight I am back at The Fort in Makati at the Draft Fort. All my own drafts were completed years ago as I truly have linked all solutions together by eliminated the ‘WHITE SPACE’ and simplicity that so may people demand to have to understand simple matters.

The Chinese year of the pig approaches when all criminals are shunned by all of society with SolutionGovernment.com in all languages. Contact everyone to convert and unify our entire world with http://www.Builtbykeith.com clearinghouse that address all of mankind’s root problems and genocide.

I called USA military and USA gov again last night. They mostly sequel squeal in pig protest they have no clue on what they have been tasked and commanded to accomplish. Billions upon Billions of dollars are wasted by corrupt government agents as they actively prevent investigations of the truly outrageous crimes being actively conducted by Rose and those Rose blackmails and extorts to alter the course of integrity ordinated history of honest people.

The psychopaths and sociopaths are real. They are easy to see, easy to identify, and so easy to shun with the simple technology I created and deployed in military Methodist Methodology of circuit riding to spread the best news of all times. I truly do not like using the phrase Who I Am since it implies an ego concentric view of ones own world self worth.

The most important true question of all time that I have published for many years is "Who are You?"

I remain in total neutrality mode waiting for God and my people 7.393 billion strong to actually act with authority of fearless people for the benefits of all others. Act today as my time is extremely limited in a place like this Earth that is so cruel and desperate for mere survival.

The criminal ring ruling elite will enslave everyone using the same technology I helped create on the name of our Holy Reign Trinity.

Today is Thursday,

### Jan 7, 2015 world rebroadcast. To all people. SaviorKeith.com
https://youtu.be/rEQL4LEB0oM #323 Is the Definitive Standard the world must use to survive it's own genocide.

This original Jan 7, 2016 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Philippines. The Chinese Stock Market is crashing, massive flooding in USA, North Korea blows a H-Bomb, Political CyberCrime is all-time high, genocide rises, and SaviorKeith.com is HERE to save our world with zero exaggeration or grand-standing at all.

Today I visited multiple sites of Philippine Military, CNN Philippines, and also NewsCentral.ph

I should soon have national, then international recognition in form of Press Conferences and appearances on National TV concerning WHO I AM with emphasis on what I have gifted all of mankind.

I called USA military again last night. They are under attack also just like Wall Street, banks, mega millionaires, the general public, common people, and the root foundations of our current government systems so ripe with corruption, greed, criminals, and terrorists who dress as so many leaders and politicians. Once corrupt, always corrupt until they are forced to confess their sins and pay restitution to all their victims.

The criminals control your world, not the world of ordained http://www.UNIocracy.com . As so many great fore founders like Thomas Jefferson have stated, education of the masses is the only way to ensure the criminal ruling elite are eliminated by the goodwill of mankind's collective preservation instincts of survival. Soon, the Chinese New Year of the Pig will result in SolutionGovernment.com identifying the real threat realities by the citizens enforcing justice and equality. For the little brothers who protect their children and families will command their big brothers like Criminal Doug Duncan of Cary NC to be held in chains, shackles, and bright orange jumpsuits on prison farms constructing solutionHousing.com and providing basic slave labor under full scale management of our Military of solutionMilitary.com

It is a quiet day at the farm. That is what they call the CIA training area. I certainly wish I could call them direct. Just like NSA and CIA. They will be thrilled what I can teach them and share with them soon. I even just read an email from my stupid big brother from two months ago who actively threatens to kill me. He stayed in email 'one shot, one kill'. Just more evidence for any court to see and act. All positive in the grand schema of Gods database of stability http://www.URLident.com .

As I am teaching our entire world how to uphold their own rights, since governments seldom do anything but follow the trail of criminal money. Very often the trail ends in their own pockets as rogue agents. I truly would love to know who to directly contact next. I spent time today getting United Nations site back up. SolutionUNI.com has a technical issue delay.

I am so so tired of focused efforts for publicity for 8 years despite all the contracts people signed. The ancient dinosaurs are the corruption people who will be struck down by the wrath of my people and God with these broadcast realities.

I have taught everyone how to boot strap all entities back into alignment with God and myself and you, the rest of our world…. Boot strap is what we do to completely flush a computer system and start it from ground zero scratch to make sure it has a clean run with lowest interference from divas and dinosaur programs. I am not your only hope. 7.39 billion people are your hope when you apply
youself to earning your own living. Millions of people starve and die each year because they focus on handouts and begging.

Great call with a new friend today. Join UnityURL.com. meetup.com groups are the best way to meet people in your city.


I have had almost no income for 8 years as I live off my own earnings from 40 years of working for God the Father and all of humanity. Use what I have gifted all to saveAllNations.com. All churches are the key with christDomain.com. Including new SaviorKeith.com.

####

Today is Wednesday, Jan 6, 2015 at 5:30 pm Manila time. For past 4 days I have stayed close to home, broadcasting to the world as I am still in total Shock and Stunned by how many felony and capital crimes against humanity are being committed by ROSE and all his cabal Political Criminals who I have clearly indicated. I also reviewed Nov 2015 death threat emails from my own bully Criminal brother Doug Duncan who says he will dispatch his associates to find me to WHIP MY ASS once and for all. He is such a blinded fool as he even claimed in email that he has the ONE original voice recording when I called asking for him to contact the authorities immediately. He claimed I had NO money to hire a lawyer. That is true, as my own family and other criminals were actively cleaning out my bank accounts of estimated over $250,000 USD in raw cash and over $1 Million USD in inventory and intellectual property including the illegal sale off and theft of all my possessions. The only asset left was my 1930 Model A Ford, my green knapsack, DL, Passport, and about $20,000 USD in a single retirement account. Everything else was STOLEN up through Jan 28, 2014 dump on the street a homeless and #1 severely vindictively persecuted Son of Mankind.

I really did lose track of the real and punitive damages.

This Email I just sent today, Jan 6, 2015 to FBI, Sally Yates -DAG, my own Duncan clan family guilty of so many felony crimes. For the world to see and ACT with AUTHORITY. This is clear and present danger from those who defrauded me and actively testified to force my KIDNAPPING by USA Government Rogue agents that started with Robert Dee Rose and extended to many more.

Here is EMAIL:

Broadcast to many. I will post on website or at least todays broadcast.

I actually did not read this email from Doug Duncan, Cary NC. until today. I was sitting in a heap of emails. This is a clear THREAT of DEATH to me. Of course, Doug did not voice record the ONE phone call I made to him approximately Nov or Dec of 2011.

Doug will face criminal Cyber crime Threats to my life despite his misspelling. “ONE SHOT, ONE KILL.” in his words. It can not get any clearer to a Judge and Jury and PUBLIC that DOUG wants me DEAD. For Doug did indeed defraud Paige, Keith, and the other members of my family on the Duncan Tree Farm. I have legally notified everyone of who are the true criminals who want me DEAD.
Does this include other members of ROSE's cabal super criminal enterprises. For they have extreme wealth and resources to find me anytime they want. Clearly only GOD has been my protector and benefactor this entire time.

Similar threats by so many are what lead to murder of Christ Jesus, Abraham Lincoln, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., as well as Jose Rizal of Philippines in 1893, and so many of my/our other fore-founders.
Actually, leaving this Earth under God's grace and faith will be a welcome respite from all the self-genocide that will occur if the public does not RISE UP and command their governments and corporations remove all criminal persons from their own ranks.....

Keith Duncan  in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2, kDuncan2005@Gmail.com
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of UNItyurl.com Universal Reformation Movement for UNIocracy.com
IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderStand.com remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world problems.
CreatorKeith.com LLC copyright 2015 URLiDent.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: doug.duncan@forop.org <ncloggers@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 9:05 AM
Subject: ???
To: kduncan2005@gmail.com

What the fuck? No response to guarantee to whip your ass on return to US? Call me. Will add to recorded voice recordings including both your plead from GA County Gail to help you (I fucking don't help inmates even if family and you barely qualify) and also phone treat as to "I'm I worried". Bring it it on. I have bet with my Tuesday night covet guys that Pussy' s fold and Fuck Them. You make the next action and off course see the reaction. You have no concept of the redneck, old boy. southern sniper rifle, no compromise attitude, and I stress "one shot, one kill". Stay in touch with someone who cares but not someone who like me who fucks gone for life.

do not like me.

Sent from my iPad
Doug Duncan
Forest Equipment Operator Training School, Inc.
809 Greenwood Circle
Cary, NC 27511
doug.duncan@forop.org
(919) 271-9050

Following is Jan 1, 2016.
To Army Intelligence and Security Command.  army.inscom.pao@mail.mil

Please immediately contact myself, Keith Duncan, so I can finally DEBRIEF the USA Military at any level about the #1 reality threat of Robert Dee Rose DOB 1971-April-01.

Clearly, I am the only person who has created the most extensive counter measures to prevent Cyber Crime Attacks, prevent Political Corruption, as well as gifted Interpol the worlds first automated Terrorist and Criminal identification system. This http://www.URLident.com referential Integrity Database system gives total reporting and tracking authority to all citizens as soon as the PRESS and Public are educated on
1. Use of off -shelf technology.
2. Common sense to solve their own issues.
3. use of simple integrity principals that uphold Constitutional Laws as well as reduces government agencies down to controlled and manageable resources that protect all rights of all citizens by ensuring complete transparency of threats and actual criminal activity.

Your group will quickly get National and even International Press and Public recognition for protecting the USA as well as all other Nations from terrorists like ROSE and Alexander Cyclone Covey who runs perfect http://www.ClearCollarCrime.com undetectable cyber crime enterprises of  http://www.AgileLaw.com

Everything is listed on ManHuntRose.com as well as clearinghouse http://www.BuiltByKeith.com as I am a (the) top level computer science ‘white-hat' technologist who works for all governments, military, and the general public with


All tied to kidnap conspiracies of Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 tied to criminal Judge Thurman K Jackson and implicating new Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates in Washington D.C. per my Sept 2011 visit to her office in Atlanta and subsequent debrief of USA Air Force Intelligence OSI officers at Langley on Sept 25, 2011 at 9 pm Sunday evening.

The rest is history... History I have created, published, deployed, and requested International coverage through the journalists I have already been directly contacting.

Keith Duncan

Does anyone think a SINGLE person like below could return my calls, emails, faxes, and direct visits for now +7 years about Terrorist ROSE?  Who do YOU know who actually does their jobs.....anyone at all.  After +8 years of surviving this Devils forces, no person of integrity or intellect can be found to show them the most simple and brilliant ANTI-Crime methodology every created by a single man, a Prince of Peace, a son of mankind.... Keith

army.inscom.pao@mail.mil
I even respond to email SCAMMERS who are stupid to send me emails claiming they choose me to distribute millions of dollars. here is my auto-reponse sent to a facebook messager today. TEXT: Another email SCAMMER. Seems there is no end to those who use INTERNET to con and extort people to take their own money. Soon, the entire world will be able to PIN POINT each of you within moments of your email broadcasts as Interpol was gifted URLiDent.com that will be famous as the FIRST ANTI-CYBER CRIME methods that put full control in the hands of all citizens. You have now been MARKED as a criminal. You are welcome by your own criminal efforts. Blame http://www.ManHuntRose.com for own soon future prison time. There is no BOLD decision. You are a criminal, plain and simple. No one asks for others to give their hard earned money to CHARITY, and KEEP some for themselves. Read scripture to see WHO I AM. http://www.SaviorKeith.com

Huge playlists are:  https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=builtbykeith+%2355

Today is Jan 1, 2015  World War III-Three has been occurring since back in the late 1950’s to present. It is the first undeclared war of the technical warriors who have succeeded in enslaving the rest of society for their own satanic kingdom building of pure prostituted greed. Why call this anything less. It is not clear that the most intelligent and ruthless person in society have created secret business societies to overtake the rest of humanity for their own attempts at immortality by removing all obstacles of Just and Honest persons who still maintain any level of Integrity. What was the survival of the fittest has now been the survival of the data smartest. Those who control your information and daily activities have full control to exterminate you with just a few mandates such as
the United Nations Agenda 21 that I published at least 5 months ago on http://
www.IseeIunderStand.com A great link is: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agenda_21

All that is required is a threat or real terrorist cybercrime, nuclear, or biotech attack on any
municipality and it is curtains for the free world as we know it today. For those who control the
banking, commerce, legal, judicial, law enforcement, politics, military, and even the communications
infrastructure can pull the plug on our ability to communicate between any others using the same
technology they control. I have spent 40 years of my life at the lowest, middle, and highest level of
computer systems design as a Prime Architect consultant at all levels of conception, design,
implementation, documentation, deployment, and maintenance of world class and almost near perfect
systems.

It is now 2:45 pm as I remain in Philippines waiting for the FIRST honest person of any
integrity to simple RESPOND to what I have gifted all of humanity. The end results of +8 years of
dedicated full time work literally Saving the World from prostituted greed is complete quite a while
ago. By the grace and faith of my only Benefactor GOD-Father, Christ Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, I
have been robbed, kidnapped, threatened with Death by the Anti-Christ ROSE and his domain
dominion of devils all tied to ROSE by fear, intimidation, and of course MY own cash, assets, and
extreme intellectual property that ensures ROSE remains a billionaire who has totally dropped from
the sight of the world. When that wealthy, one wants zero digital footprint. I place odds there is no
DNA or fingerprint of ROSE much less any record of his ownership of any company or assets at this
time.

All ROSE has to do is pay off people to destroy all electronic database evidence and to destroy
any physical documentation as if it never existed.

I am due well over $500 Million USD in real and punitive damages as well as International
Recognition as the one single person who has brought total world reformation and unification to all of
planet Earth. I am even wearing my Believe the LIE red teeshirt today.

I go look at more real estate property to buy in very near term as the terms of the criminals are death
sentences by the public when they finally understand who are the Political Criminals and underground
terrorists who reside in their own gated community neighborhoods like Robert Dee Rose, Cobb
County DA Berry Vic Reynolds, Norfolk VA Judge Thurman K Jackson, Deputy Attorney General Sally
Yates, and well over 85 other high ranking USA government officials in each county, state, and federal
jurisdiction tied to 4:11c114 kidnapping conspiracies and coverup destructions of their other crimes.

K

today is Dec 31, 2015 as I did not post anything on the 29th/30th.
John 16:33 “I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will
have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.”

Here is comment back to MrHumpty80 on video. https://youtu.be/EQceOmxFwMU
Title: #315 b solutionHousing.com total fire detection prevention BuiltByKeith.com
MrHumpty states: I see you that u have not visited the fire site since the initial on site video weeks
ago. Typical Keith, all words NO ACTION OR RESULTS. you are a FRAUD.

keith’s response. What a BIGOT you are.... Why would I re-visit the same fire site that I reported on
weeks ago. I did go to Local prime fire station, interviewed a few of their fire fighters and stated (on
VIDEO YouTube.com ) that a new simple Wi-Fi Internet enable smoke detector UNIVERSAL design
would have prevented many of their community disasters. Each fire alarm would send a signal to
nearby homes within range to alert of a community RISK of FIRE and DEATH. No one else has ever
put a STANDARD like this into practice. I even created SaviorKeith.com and continue to contact USA Military, FBI-AG and command them to DO THEIR jobs since there is literally no one left who actually works for the citizens any more from my own REALITY prospective. Seems you are the BIGGEST FRAUD of all. Logical deductions indicate you may even be ROBERT DEE ROSE himself. Since he has absolutely NO digital footprint anywhere and should have been DEAD years ago after other criminals and Military find him for HE is truly responsible for all criminals having NUMBERED days that are truly biblical in full nature. K

Now I am quite far south of Manila visiting my fiancé’s auntie in Binan area of Tagatay resort communities. I have appointment to view some condos and residential houses on Jan 1, 2015. After all this time, the only person who truly are tracking myself and actually care about my status are those I have been reporting to the world for now +8 years. My frustration level about all the criminals that no one has EVER investigated is mind boggling for anyone to see and actually believe. This is NOT hard as I have detailed each and every crime for now +8 years.

The raw cash owed to me is staggering. My own $1.2 Million USD in assets GONE to criminals by fraud, theft, deception, conversion of assets, robbery-larceny, cyber-theft, and of course forged power of attorney, among just a few of the actual felony and capital crimes including conspiracy to murder, attempted murder, false witness extreme, slander, libel, and of course total denial and abuse of each of my Constitutional and Spiritual ownership rights to BE THE TRUTH.

The USA IRS owes me $8 Million USD for IRS WB Feb 2009 cases 658, 659, 671, 672 that they assigned on ROSE. No one has ever detailed what they have done and WHY they have never actually gone after ROSE’s mega millionaire criminal assets. Surely ROSE is worth more than a BILLION USD by now. I can not tell except by the victims he has left in his ultimate criminal wake of evil that defiles and avoids all visual explanations.

The real and punitive damages are in excess of $500 Million USD and counting from each criminal and USA Government official who was criminally incompetent and just plain STUPID and moronic to sign any documents against myself that indeed INDICT them for their own conspiracies with ROSE and their own criminal terrorist organizations I have clearly identified and delivered in military fashion of deployment.

As the #1 author of all time, I even do NOT have writer’s block. I can spin out new solutions almost as soon as I experience the problem, issue, and even international war conflict. This I have done my entire life. So did my FATHER, Christ Jesus, and most of the fore-founders who created our current world systems. It is now 11:30 pm Manila time as I am getting sleepy as well as just pure exhausted after fighting tooth and all nails against the #1 world super criminals including Robert Dee Rose. For I have indeed taught the entire world how to Identify the true criminals, shun them based on their own evidence, and isolate them into being our slaves. This can not get an more boiler templates than what I have shown our entire world.

End of today. Year 2016 should be significantly the BEST ever Chinese YEAR of the PIG as we all will roast them into HELL where they belong. This current year was the Chinese Year of the SHEEP who have indeed fled my flock of lost souls as blemished and evil intending persons who have no clue they are doomed to be slaves of the Criminal Ruling Elite.

#end.
This comment just posted as PUBLIC to world on bottom of youtube.com BuiltByKeith #55 that was reposted just today. My comments are:
Thank you Stephanie Poole for re-publishing an absolutely critical world re-broadcast. You are indeed a MIRACLE that you picked up on what I have gifted to all of mankind. Details on on newly resurrected http://www.BuiltByKeith.com and over 60 other websites that use to be 140 in number before I was kidnapped Oct 3, 2011. Greetings to our NEW WORLD ORDER of http://www.UNIocracy.com as the world takes these solutions into ACTION to remove all criminals from society by SHUNNING them with off-shelf technology, common sense, and the use of Integrity principles that are indeed HOLY and BIBLE based regardless of which religion you endorse. Keith

Today is Dec 28, 2015. Here is Email I just sent CNN Philippines as well as other key charity organizations in USA like info@AndrewJYoungFoundation.org (Andrew Young) and CNN

ATTENTION: Eduard Bud ? CNN Desk Editor and all others.

REQUEST: Please contact Keith Duncan for the first of a series of press conference interviews so that I may finally obtain the Justice for all world citizens.

Greetings to CNN Philippines News Desk. My broadcast work will easily create 1 to 3 Million new Filipino jobs in the next 6 months to 2 years including SolutionHousing.com

Please Contact Keith Duncan to find out how easy this will be to confirm and inform your audience. I have already gone to CNN in my hometown of Atlanta GA and video documented broadcast all these end results.

I visited your main desk and was unable to contact anyone for an pre-interview appointment through (02)548-4688 switchboard or through USA CNN (404)827-1500

I am a prominent USA citizen who is a world class independent broadcast journalist. After 38 years as a top ranked computer systems design architect Consultant of the highest expertise, I have completed the series of solutions that change the course of human history once the Press and public are adequately informed of the current state of their own reality. Refer to http://www.BuiltByKeith.com clearinghouse.

A very long list of felony and capital crimes has been committed by an Atlanta GA super criminal cyber terrorist Robert Dee Rose ( ManHuntRose.com) as he has infiltrated almost all the county, state, and USA federal agencies with other RICO crime organizations such as www.AgileLaw.com, FineHomeTechnologies.com and even S2Sgreen.com

The absolute #1 Anti-Political Corruption solutionFinal.com is SolutionGovernment.com that is shown in 15 international languages on SolutionURL.com under the new replacement virtual government system known as UNIocracy.com

The truest tragedy of all the current world events is that so few people of integrity and foresight can be found to uphold and enforce any of our Constitutional Rights.

REQUEST: Please contact Keith Duncan at the direct numbers below to arrange the Next Interview that truly will bring national recognition to the first of many journalists and world government officials who understand the true transfer of wealth from all classes to the classification of criminals collectively named 'The Criminal Ruling Elite'.

Keith Duncan  in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620
Today is Dec 27, 2015. I email contacted about 50 journalists last night. Why no honest persons have been found yet is a repeat of Abraham’s nephew Lot and the city of Sodom and Gomorrah destruction. I am now watching the last of Person of Interest Netflix series and have started observing The Bible series on Netflix. S1, Episodes of Genesis, Exodus

Tonight I called the USA Military again asking for their direct INTERVENTION. After all this time, I am the only person alive who knows WHY I went to MILITARY to ask for their help and assist them in rooting out all the rogue USA Government agents I had been encountering regarding ROSE since Fall of 2008.

The audio recording is: on ROSE EVIDENCE FOLDER:  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hwz4178rz315hqh/AAAPH6UQPMGxLMlvLMCECfma?dl=0
The actual file is:  https://www.dropbox.com/s/u6vqaz42y22eopn/BBK20151229-CallLangleyTaskForce-ROSE-335.m4a?dl=0

End of this section  ############

A person on Facebook sent me 3 liner claiming he was sick, was going to die unless I ‘helped him’. My response was:

First, It is never up to someone else to 'LET YOU DIE'. When you say SICK, is it emotional, trauma, real sickness, or ?? That will determine if you actually have any control over your own destiny. so many people give up on life for a variety of reasons that are often NOT THEIR PROBLEM. If you do NOTHING else, go watch the http://www.SelfyProStick.com video that shows anyone how to MindMap their issues on PAPER, and literally OFF-LOAD the problems they do NOT OWN. I did this myself 8 years ago and have creating the most revealing psychological and even spiritual methods to help anyone HELP THEMSELVES> For until you take account of your life, you are playing with someone else's cards of life. USE YOUR OWN DECK. Everyone has one... Keith

This email sent to 1Us.com tied to his SaviorChrist.com website.

Dr. Kawa. The true solution for healthcare is free annual preventative checkups for early detection. After disease and injuries go untreated, the healthcare costs sky-rocket as well as increased legal litigation for malpractice as well as extremely expensive drugs and care that seldom truly reverse the more critical diseases of 7.388 Billion people. The worse is pure prostituted GREED. This disease is treatable and preventable with http://www.SolutionGovernment.com Please inform your network to USE http://www.BuiltBykeith.com immediately or suffer the fate of the Criminal Ruling Elite who are many of our own corrupt politicians and underground criminal enterprises such as http://www.ManHuntRose.com and DAG Sally Yates in Washington D.C.

I can be reached 24x7 through http://www.BidOnKeith.com and daily conference calls at 10 am EST.

Keith Duncan
This is recent EINpressWire.com talking about raising revenue on business transactions. This is another form of enslavement by taxation. All solved and prevented by removing the absolute #1 world problem: Political Corruption.
http://www.einpresswire.com/article/303215676/negotiations-on-a-european-levy-on-transactions-are-deadlocked-but-surcharges-on-mobile-telecoms-could-fill-the-gap?
ref=email&code=dl25eW0fgDNEMHRn

Today is Dec 26, 2015 as I did not broadcast publish on Christmas Day. I attended to my FATHER’s business and mostly remained in my small rental room in Philippines monitoring world events as well as visiting and walking the Mall of Asia area in Manila.

Here is the direct contents of the Press Release I am currently sending to as many top ranked journalists as I can email this evening. I ask everyone to also RE-BROADCAST this ONE internationally critical email to as many journalists and your network of people as possible.

START of EMAIL...
REQUEST: Please contact Keith Duncan for the first of a series of press conference interviews so that I may finally obtain the Justice for all world citizens.

Greetings from overseas. I am a prominent USA citizen who is a world class independent broadcast journalist. After 38 years as a top ranked computer systems design architect Consultant of the highest expertise, I have completed the series of solutions that change the course of human history once the Press and public are adequately informed of the current state of their own reality.

A very long list of felony and capital crimes has been committed by an Atlanta GA super criminal cyber terrorist Robert Dee Rose (ManHuntRose.com) as he has infiltrated almost all the county, state, and federal agencies with other RICO crime organizations such as AgileLaw.com, FineHomeTechnologies.com and even S2Sgreen.com

The absolute #1 Anti-Political Corruption solutionFinal.com is SolutionGovernment.com that is shown in 15 international languages on SolutionURL.com under the new replacement virtual government system known as UNIocracy.com

The truest tragedy of all the current world events is that so few people of integrity and foresight can be found to uphold and enforce any of our Constitutional Rights.

REQUEST: Please contact Keith Duncan at the direct numbers below to arrange the Next Interview that truly will bring national recognition to the first of many journalists and USA government officials who understand the true transfer of wealth from all classes to the classification of criminals collectively named 'The Criminal Ruling Elite'.

--
Keith Duncan in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620, China Cell +(86) (1343)220-0749
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2, CreatorKeith@Gmail.com
UNITYUrl.com is #1 Universal Reformation Movement for UNIocracy.com
IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderStand.com remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world problems.
CreatorKeith.com LLC copyright 2015 URLiDent.com

###### End of Email.
Here is email I just sent my own SISTER Paige Collins and all my family members. I also sent the previous days World Broadcast post.

She wants to say hello to you. Here is what I just posted on Paige (your) facebook messenger.

Please add me to your facebook. I would like you to have a chat with Marites Friginal in Hong Kong. She and I are working on getting married in near future so it makes sense you actually have a conversation with her. She is Philippino, I met her in Hong Kong as we have been exclusive with each other for now +6 months. She understands my world missions better than almost anyone else.

This is what I posted on my PRIME timeline page today http://www.BuiltByKeith.com does http://www.SaveAllNations.com Pure Publicity to the entire world is the PRIME mode I have been in for now years. No one has ever done follow-up, call-backs, investigated any of the +100 criminals tied to Terrorist Robert Dee Rose.

if they had, our world would be exactly different by now with true reversal of the Quad-Trillions USD/EUROs/Pesos/Yuan/etc being systematically drained out of your world into the coffin coffers of the Criminal Ruling Elite. So many groups of people are brain washed into slavery of debt and poverty because they do not pay attention to REALITY and focus on removing criminal persons from their own communities. http://www.SolutionGovernment.com is the only solution to remove all Political Criminals. All other solutions are on http://www.BuiltBykeith.com Everyone is welcome to CONTACT all governments, Military, Churches, PRESS, and rest of world like I have been doing for years.

Since you like to read, the Dec 24 is a published eBook to world featured on very top of BuiltBykeith.com and other websites. That alone will get National Attention for what I have been personally experiencing as absolutely NO ONE is doing follow-up, investigating anyone, or actually just DOING their jobs.

What is truly bizarre, is that the single world INCOMPETENT was used to hold me HOSTAGE for 848 days as a Political prisoner of Cyber War so that ROSE and all others with access to my Intellectual Property and all my assets, as everyone could STEAL everything by simply walking into my unguarded home, using my credit cards, and cleaning almost all my savings accounts including selling off my HOME, my car, my computers, and everything I owned and EARNED my entire life. This is the most OBSCENE series of crimes that no one takes accountability for actually UPHOLDING any law at all. So I do. I hold absolutely everyone accountable for their actions and behaviors in the name of my/our Holy Trinity

Keith Duncan in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2, kDuncan2005@Gmail.com
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of UNITYurl.com Universal Reformation Movement for UNIocracy.com
IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderStand.com remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world problems.
CreatorKeith.com LLC copyright 2015 URLiDent.com

Today is Dec 24, 2015, the eve of the recognized birthdate of my Father in Heaven’s son who has always been an integral part of the Holy Spirit Trinity. I have not blog broadcast to the world since Monday (below). I did broadcast a few more final messianic messages to the world.

Last night, I called USA military again as well as DOJ and Attorney General main phone numbers in Washington D.C. The most revealing voice recorded conversation was a short 4 minute call with FBI's main number. As soon as their gatekeeper looked up my previous calls, he said, “Oh, Keith, you
have called in previously. He kept asking what crime I was reporting. When I said Cybercrime attacks, Murder, threats to Sally Yates and Judge Thurman Jackson, he hung up on me. I remain stunned and beyond shocked that each Federal official I call immediately violates Federal and Constitutional Law of Conspiracy to Defraud the USA government.

Clearly I have been blackballed because ROSE has blackmailed key officials inside all these government agencies and has blacklisted me on their databases each time I call, visit, fax, email, and direct their attention to any of the 100’s of felony capital crimes that were committed by any one of the 85 to 100 USA government officials tied to Robert Dee ROSE, the #1 AntiChrist Terrorist of all time. The definition of ‘AntiChrist’ does not necessarily mean Satan himself. For these are the most powerful descriptive words that do indeed fulfill scripture as well as direct mankind to the new world order of http://www.UNIocracy.com

Not only can no one focus on any criminal, they can not even focus on the Needs of others. With the Christmas season being the annualized prime capitalistic marketing event of all time, it generates more sales and debt ridden poverty than any other buying spree period. I think I will mop my floor now as I maintain everything in the world, including your world and my own living space.

I am watching the ‘Person of Interest’ Netflix series the last 5 days and reporting on all world events. They mentioned ro·nin ˈrōnən/ (in feudal Japan) a wandering samurai who had no lord or master. My Father Christ Jesus was a Ronin style warrior of Peace. Has anyone read and understood the ‘Art of War’ Sun Tzu written 2,500 years ago. Observe, Learn your enemy, Exploit their weaknesses, use of Energy, Intelligence/Command, Multiple opportunities, etc. Mitigate, Subvert, and Monitor are the common criminal enterprise methods. Sun Tzu and Christ fought evil everywhere they traveled by their own free will choice. I have done the same with www.IFJC2.com that was created Aug 13 2014.

BuiltByKeith.com created Jan 27, 2009 as my Prime Consulting Company following BOASOS.com FollowKeith.com created May 21, 2011. TeenMM.com June 30, 2012 CreatorKeith.com created Feb 3, 2014 just 6 days after I was dumped on street by USA Government based on Dismissed 4:11cr112 after 848 days of pure HELL tied to #1 Terrorist Robert Dee Rose.

All it every took was a single person to order my murder, then well over 100 people to actively destroy evidence all tied to #1 Terrorist Cabals inside our own USA government agencies. Rose almost succeeded multiple times to murder Keith to keep the USA Military, USA Government, public, press, and yes, ALL churches from putting ROSE into the SAME HELL he has created for all his clients of his RICO companies along with www.AgileLaw.com run by terrorist Cyclone Alexander
They resell military, government, corporate, and personal secrets and data to as many people as possible using the untraceable, un-trackable, un-detectable internet with VOIP, VPN, RSA, private/public key encryption, even using their famous website [http://www.SolutionBankFraud.com](http://www.SolutionBankFraud.com) to escape all monitoring.
investigations and resulting DEATH ROW convictions for treason, espionage, murder, massive blackmail, extortion, money laundering, tax evasion, and the longest list of felony crimes ever tied to one single psychopathic homicidal maniac named Robert Dee Rose and his conspirators.

BidOnKeith.com created Feb 4, 2014 to replace well over 120 websites that had expired over 848 days since not a single BLASTED SOUL has ever done anything but STEAL my assets, threaten my life in extreme ways, steal all my intellectual property, and commit all these felony capital crimes including Crimes against Humanity against myself and my 7.388 billion people.

The other KEY websites created on Feb 3, 2014 as soon as I had absolute basic survival funds were: HelpInMates.com HostageForProfit.com IseeATT.com and prime http://www.IseeIunderStand.com and http://www.IseeJustice.com


The page above shows the current and final list of websites with all the URL = You Are Loved Cross linkages embedded for now +8 years of fighting Satanic Devil ROSE over my own $109,800 (3) Promissory Notes ROSE signed that were all due in March 2008. All my other assets and Intellectual Property were stolen by actually break-ins to my home in Gwinnett County GA Aug 4, 2010, then Feb 4, 2011, then from Oct 3, 2011 until Jan 28, 2014 per two kidnapping orders based on Cobb County GA TPO 11.1.1171.99 and 11.1.7683.99 setups by blackmailed Judges, Lawyers, Police CID, Prosecutors, District Attorneys and literally all involved in these death threats to my life.

Rose succeeds because of his tremendous wealth and power over these corrupt Political Criminals like Cobb County DA Berry Vic Reynolds, Norfolk VA Federal Judge Thurman K Jackson, and even new Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates (was AG Georgia), now second in command behind AG Loretta Lynch. For the LYNCHING will begin when the first, next, and www.TheLastTerrorist.com is shunned by all of society.

These all are the final and only solutions to save mankind from the Satanic elements of the Criminal Ruling Elite and the sinister slave trading enterprises that are very close to collapsing all governments and corporations into a fast empire of Criminal Ruling Elite who take over all military resources and rule over their food suppliers and even food supply known as humans.

Market cannibalization and real cannibalism will be common practice as profits by companies like FoxxConn TWSE in Taiwan show how entire marketplaces can be manipulated when the Criminal Ruling Elite own substantial controlling market share. Does everyone not know that 500 Billionaires control 7% of the worlds total assets? The math of 7.388 Billion people shows that .0000000676 % of these 500 people are the truest tragedies of how GOD’s wealth is abused by so few.

At 4 pm now , I am at Holy Trinity Episcopal Church near Forbes Park in Makati for the family Christmas service. About 50 in attendance in a wonderful sanctuary that should be packed to the roof with people by this time of historical significance that is both Divine and Ordained. Bishop Arthur Jones wears a yellow vestment along with a high yellow hat with Red Cross. He is my 83 year old friend who I have offered time and again to help him publish his theological works. He lights the 5th candle now.

He arrived here Dec 8, 2008 as the Bishop. He reflects on Christ who changed the course of history. His is my Father-God Christ Jesus. 1 Cor 13:8 Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they will be stilled; where there is knowledge, it will pass away. 9 For we know in part and we prophesy in part, 10 but when completeness comes, what is in part disappears. Isaiah 52:7, then Hebrew 1:1-12

God’s Final Word: His Son
1 In the past God spoke to our ancestors through the prophets at many times and in various ways, 2 but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and through whom also he made the universe. 3 The Son is the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word. After he had provided purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven. 4 So he became as much superior to the angels as the name he has inherited is superior to theirs.

**The Son Superior to Angels**

5 For to which of the angels did God ever say, “You are my Son; today I have become your Father”[a]? Or again, “I will be his Father, and he will be my Son”?

**Next is John 1:14  The Word Became Flesh**

1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He was with God in the beginning. 3 Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made. 4 In him was life, and that life was the light of all mankind. 5 The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it.
6 There was a man sent from God whose name was John. 7 He came as a witness to testify concerning that light, so that through him all might believe. 8 He himself was not the light; he came only as a witness to the light.

9 The true light that gives light to everyone was coming into the world. 10 He was in the world, and though the world was made through him, the world did not recognize him. 11 He came to that which was his own, but his own did not receive him. 12 Yet to all who did receive him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God—13 children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a husband’s will, but born of God.

14 The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth.

Bishop Jones now walks into the audience to speak about reality of life and asks how many people are far from home. I am on the opposite side of my planet Earth from NewZion2.com Lost Atlantis -Atlanta Georgia USA. Bishop speaks about a woman with a skin condition. He states that we can not ‘FIX’ everything in life. I had a series of FixYourSelfFirst.com FixOthers.com websites like FixMedicine.com and others that were destroyed by Satan’s rule since Jan 15, 2008 that actually started at least 1,000 years ago.

Bishops grandson just graduated from Medical school and has a wonderful girlfriend of deep character named Estelle. Bishop looks into the eyes and hearts of his congregation. It is so critical that everyone understands our relationships with each other. He states we have no portrait of Christ as we only know the recorded history of his adventures and journeys. Christ has ‘haunted’ the human condition for 2,000 years now because of his Godly teachings.

Matthew 7:1 Judge not lest you be judged is the paraphrase.

The Eucharistic moment has always been here. This is defined as: “a Christian ceremony during which bread and wine are made holy and made to be the symbols of the body and blood of Jesus Christ.” A young 3 year girl is fussy behind me wanting attention shouting out ‘HELLO’. Not an issue as Bishop continues about the English language and others of majestic quality. There is no great responsibility on earth than to raise strong and self reliant children to be self-sustaining accountable and contributing members of God’s society. Always look for the highest ground and never settle for second best.

There is no greatest assurance on this earth than having a partner in life who understands and supports us. This has always been GOD, Christ, Holy Spirit Trinity when all of our own humanity fails and falls by the wayside of predatory greed. This is http://www.IFJC2.com that I used SolutionFinal.com bible based problem solving methods that are both Ordained and Divine as well as common sense application of Integrity and technology.

Keith adds: Matthew 7:26 But everyone who hears these words of mine and does not put them into practice is like a foolish man who built his house on sand. 27 The rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds blew and beat against that house, and it fell with a great crash.” 28 When Jesus had finished saying these things, the crowds were amazed at his teaching, 29 because he taught as one who had authority, and not as their teachers of the
law. This is also explained in extremely simple and sometimes more complex sequential manners to show the true cause and effect of all human conditions.

We now celebrate Holy Communion. I quote Matthew above as so many blinded fools are in conspiracy with Satanic forces based on their own greed and un-educated masses. How odd that my own largest issue right now is complete isolation from 7.388 billion people and a small invasion of micro ants that will find a single grain of rice or bread anywhere in my one room rental home in order to nourish themselves.

Behind me sits a young family of 5. The father is a USA government official named JAKE who works at the USA embassy. They are natives of Boston Mass USA. He personally knows of FBI Hanson who I spoke with about 6 weeks ago at the embassy for 1 hour and documented as breaking **Federal Law of WillFull Obstruction of Justice and Conspiracy to Defraud USA Government, just like everyone else involved.**

For I have indeed been the most severely and maliciously persecuted person for past 8 years because I have spotlighted all criminals who roam our own halls of Justice and Equality.

This final compressed Jaws of Inequality will result in all criminals being shunned by society as soon as the first, then next honest person of Integrity takes action.

Bishop Jones finishes communion now with homily offerings to our group. He speaks on the face of humanity, be strong for the future, hold fast to that which is GODly, and to use the power of the Holy Trinity for our own benefits and values. He speaks of those of us far from home. Silent Night Hymn #111 is our summation song of praise. The midnight mass starts at 10:30 pm this evening.

I am beyond SHOCKED and divinely Stunned beyond all reason that NO HONEST person of Integrity has every been located by anyone to COMPLETE what I have gifted all of mankind. This includes citizens having transparency technology tools to shun all criminals regardless of the prestige, wealth, or ability of these true terrorists and criminals to buy their way out of investigations, indictments, convictions, and even DEATH ROW for their own crimes against humanity. This includes all levels of leadership at all levels of society.

Now it is 10:30 pm back at Holy Trinity Church for the Christmas Eve mass. The scripture reading is the same with Isaiah 9:2-7.

Bishop’s sermon starts with reference to Stephen Covey’s quote dealing with Primary Greatness. “Character, what you are, is ultimately more important than competence, what you can do.’ Bishop speaks on Christ’s ability to be truly human with no mask or pretensions. Mother Mary called Christ “Yeshua” meaning "salvation" in Hebrew. Bishop was born right before WWII. Then the enemy was apparent. Now they are hidden from sight. (Keith’s commentary is YES, they are the Political Criminals, the cybercriminals like ROSE, and others who sinisterly pervert our own laws for their own evil uses.).

Bishop asks to look at the basics. We need formation to face the challenges of today and the near future. Jesus had great support from his family. Bishops Blue insert speaks of the current atrocities of slave sale trading and denial of basic human rights. We all need configurations of faith. To know what we believe and why we believe it.
To touch the hearts and minds of others requires true faith and grace. Matthew 7:1 “Judge lest you be judged.” paraphrased. Actual NIV is 7:1 “Do not judge, or you too will be judged. 2 For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you.” Love and appreciate each other. When one truly loves you, that is the fulfillment of God’s original prime purpose for each of us.

Safety is hard to acquire and ensure in today’s world. When we have people who love and protect us, all is well in our world with assurance of protection and security. This is accomplished with http://www.BuiltByKeith.com clearinghouse of world changing solutions with focus on www.SolutionGovernment.com as the only solution left to ensure mankind survives the horrors of the current technology and spiritual battles of World War Three that rage 24x7 around the world.

When we follow the teachings of Christ (reference IFJC2.com and SaviorKeith.com ) as well as SolutionGod.com The Philippines have warmly welcomed Bishop as he is eternally grateful for his home here.

Keith finishes with Matthew 7:7 Ask, Seek, Knock

7 “Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you. 8 For everyone who asks receives; the one who seeks finds; and to the one who knocks, the door will be opened.

Communion is now served in ‘Remembrance of Christ.’ This is on many alters of many religious denominations that I have personally visited and witnessed to them as fast and competently as possible.

How biblical Odd, I have been stating for years, the single word INCOMPETENT was used by well over 40 people in USA government to claim I had no clue what I had NEVER done at Langley Airforce base on Sept 25, 2011. It was if I was there to take out the entire military. In true retrospect, that is exactly WHY I was at Langley. To ask them to go with me to FBI-AG and command the most major investigations of Cybercrime, Political Corruption, and other assorted felony and capital crimes against my people as well as against myself by one of the most dangerous super criminals of all time, Robert Dee Rose.

Why DO I keep piggy backing all these TRUTHS showing the evil of our current reality world. That is clearly obvious. This is also one of my prime purposes.

######## Previous day broadcasts so I can capitalize on GODs words of Truth.

This fax just sent to Interpol and FBI in Washington D.C. 

timestamp 1:45 pm Manila timezone Monday Dec 21, 2015.

It is self-evident as I am so ashamed of all the law enforcement agencies who actively engage in criminal acts like Judge Thurman Jackson, Dee Sterling of Norfolk VA along with Phoenix Harris (public Puke pretender) who all actively threatened my life for two years of HELL. They each yelled at me to NOT TALK, I had no rights, I was incompetent to even breath, they refused to dismiss the 922g8 charge since they could see I was kidnapped the entire time. The only logical, financial, and legal explanation is that ROSE paid off each of them. Here is the fax sent to INTERPOL on their FAX line: 33 472447163. I place Las Vegas bankers odds that this one FAX line is also electronically monitored and evidence deleted if it pertains to any keywords of the real criminals. No law enforcement agency is immune from cyber-attacks.
http://www.URLiDent.com is the single one Standard World Referential Integrity Database that prevents all criminals from profiteering and kills the 'Criminal Ruling Elite’ by the citizens shunning all persons by their own criminal evidence and actions using one International ID # and face Recognition by citizens eDevices. Gifted to Interpol and world below on Jan 7-Dec 21, 2015 on www.SolutionURL.com Everyone contact Interpol.com General Secretariat Lyon France immediately as I have done.

Thousands of emails, Press Releases, Broadcasts to all levels of Law enforcement and government officials has resulted in DEADLY silence indicating Cyber crime deletion of the criminals existence by rogue 'spy' agents working for international Terrorist Robert Dee Rose DOB 1971-April-01 seen on ManHuntRose.com and Political cabal criminals inside all USA government agencies. This is the new proven integral database design that allows all citizens to monitor every other citizen with Face Recognition and use of singular International ID known collectively as 'Your URL ID' or 'Intel ID' or 'Interpol ID'.

This removes the need for most of government law enforcement since no crime will go undetected for long and all criminals will be shunned by society by their own criminal evidence submitted from by-standers, gossipers, cynics, and of course, their victims.

Please contact Keith Duncan immediately at Philippines (63)0917-335-4300 as I have already escalated to the middle and top levels of USA FBI-IRS-AG-USMarshals, and even USA Military at Langley Airforce Base. I clearly work as #1 anti-terrorist anti-political criminal technologist to protect all governments and companies from infiltration by unknown criminals.

Failure to contact Keith Duncan indicates that cybercriminals monitor and destroy these reported threats to international security. Would someone PLEASE contact FBI-AG as well as Keith Duncan immediately. I have gone public for now +5 years with absolutely no confirmation or investigation every completed.

End of FAX.

I am one of you, just like Christ was one of all of us.
That would be John 10:30 the shortest verse in the bible. ‘The Father and I are One’ This applies to each and everyone of you. Are you aware of WHO gave you the breath of life?
For the Book of Life is SolutionURL.com that uses the last frontier of technology, common sense, and Integrity Principals to ensure mankind does not self-destruct from Satanic predatory greed.

BBK20151220-XmasCountdown5Days-Revelations-333.pdf

Back at Holy Trinity Church in Makati with my friend Bishop Arthur Jones.
The topic today is the birth of Christ and the beginning of the New Testament.
The scripture is Michah 5:2-4 and Hebrews 10:5-10, Luke 1:39-40
Hebrews 5:7 Then I said, ‘Here I am—it is written about me in the scroll— I have come to do your will, my God.’”

Bishop speaks of integrity and the fragility of mankind. These are the reasons God sent Jesus as well as Moses, Abraham, Martin Luther, and all other fore-founders who are Messianic Messengers so well versed in the human conditions of life. So many people wish to manipulate our lives, to take advantage of others. This is part of the original survival of the strongest. Mother Mary
accepted a most difficult task as a virgin. To produce and care for the ultimate offspring of God. God lives within each of us as the Breath of Life. Last week, apologize and repentance. Apology is words. Repentance is an action before God when nothing is hidden. It is the most basic human fundamental prayer of forgiveness in the sight of God.

Repentance is a complete and utter change of mind compared to just words. Mother Mary expressed words of Joy as well as anticipation of the direct connection she had with God. The magnification of GOD was her reason for living. When Mary walked away from Jesus crucifixation, she must have been totally heart broken since she personally experienced 32 years of Jesus’s life.

Never let go of your active Integrity. Bishop speaks of the competition he has experienced in other’s lives. Make the best of your life by never giving way to those who attempt to dominate you. INTEGRITY is indeed the single world the encompasses all of the Bible, all of GOD, all of Jesus Christ, and all of our own humanity.

Bishop visualizes that we all can make the straight and narrow path of righteousness and justice. He speaks of a woman he works with, who is succumbing to cancer.

Luke 1: 50  His mercy extends to those who fear him, from generation to generation.
51 He has performed mighty deeds with his arm; he has scattered those who are proud in their inmost thoughts.
52 He has brought down rulers from their thrones, but has lifted up the humble.
53 He has filled the hungry with good things, but has sent the rich away empty.
54 He has helped his servant Israel, remembering to be merciful
55 to Abraham and his descendants forever, just as he promised our ancestors.”

Being safe is an incredible central focused need for all people. Billy Graham use to say: May the Lord God bless you really good..

Holy Communion is now served to my flock. I am continually saddened that my flock is so forlorn and viceful in their worldly false testimony that this is ‘as good as it gets’. On the 5th day before Christmas, I remain forsaken by every single person who falsely testified against myself, Keith Duncan, to keep the devil from being investigated and put away for good.

This is the division of the good and evil that was represented by the Tree of Knowledge, Wisdom, and Evil. Genesis 2 and 3 chapters. This is also the alpha and the omega of the Old Testament, the New Testament, and what I have created as the Last Testament. Known as ERA3, it is the revilement, revelation, and revisions of all scriptures to be used as commandments, mandates, decrees, and guidelines for the survival of the human race under the Kingdom of the Holy Trinity + you.

Communion is now served and the service commences to completion. Alpha and Omega.
I will probably plan to return for 7 pm vesper service.
Now I travel around Manila looking for the next places of greatest needs.

When I visit the local Makati fire station, I share with two of their officer firemen about www.SolutionHousing.com I also provide them the solution of a BlueTooth-Wi-Fi enabled Smoke Detector. Once these are standard regardless of manufacturer, the smoke detectors talk fire alarm status among all units within the transmission range. A single smoke detector connected to any internet wi-fi is now the alarming bridge to the local fire department. If more than one detector goes off, then fire department police immediately know the GPS location and severity of the growing fire. This works even in un-inhabited homes. These is another WORLD-SAVING Standard that I have branded for the world.
This email is what I sent my own relative today. Call them up and ask them what crimes they committed.

It is just so, so easy to copy and forward what I have already done. All these world changing solutions are complete, including how to prevent KIDNAPPING by terrorists like ROSE.
That is ManHuntRose.com to expose ROSE to the world, and
URLiDent.com gifted to INTERPOL as the one STANDARD database of all time to prevent all criminals from prospering and thriving by their ability to escape detection of Face Recognition, their ability to blackmail people to falsify Court Document and testimony, and criminals ability to hide behind the same laws they have passed through their paid off Political Criminal allies.

Here I am, in heart of Philippines broadcasting to the world. Each of you should go ahead and retain the absolute most expensive and 'BULL-DOG' law firms to defend yourself against the USA GOVERNMENT.

That would be the single charge of 'Conspiracy to defraud the USA Government' posted on my world broadcast websites.

For each of you caused hundreds of thousands of dollars of TAXPAYER funds to be used to HOLD me HostageForProfit.com as well as PREVENT all investigations from being completed. For FBI-AG and almost everyone, checks out my CRIMINAL History first. If they see ANYTHING at all, they STOP, claiming. OH, Keith was in HELL-JAIL. 100% true because not only did I do NOTHING at all wrong, all my rights were violated while criminals stole all my possessions.

Merry Christmas. For I have also notified almost all of the criminals asking them to RUN to the FBI-AG to reduce their own prison sentences

This has applied to each of you for now +4 years... The counties refuse since they are indeed in bed with ROSE.
Keith Duncan.

### Dec 19, 2015 world rebroadcast.

... alpha and omega. What is supremely strange about all these events for past 8 years of Hell tied to satanic antiChrist Robert Dee Rose massive crime sprees is that absolutely no one of thousands of people I have met have ever completed follow up. They are almost all black and blemished sheep lost in the darkness of their own greed and self entitled preservation.

The original website followKeith.com was to inform and educate all people about their own human nature and to teach the world how to follow the teachings of Christ while developing their own personal relationship with my Father God.

HE is everyone's mutual curator Creator. A curator is like a museum history guide. The entire world is my lost flock as no one truly understands why I have returned to protect the rights of all people to ensure they do not destroy themselves because of their apathetic self centered greed. Only a few
people who read these broadcasts truly understand the extreme magnitude of what I have gifted all of humanity. I sleep again now.

ChristDomain.com has the most powerful PDF file next to my Fathers name photo cast in centerstone of the Top of St Peters church I visited in Old Jaffa TelAviv Israel Easter days 2015 and jerUSAlem at extreme expense.

Heavy rain here all day. I stay at home. Watching china world history Marco Polo series from year 1250 ad about Mongol khan Gengis dynasty and china Song Dynasty. I am so so bored of broadcasting the ultimate truths to our mutual world. I do this every day. Teaching the world the true cause and effect of their own human nature.

I sleep again now. keith

New Speaker of the House (USA Congress) Paul Ryan spoke today on the 150th anniversary of the 13th Constitutional Amendment that abolished slavery after the most tragic bloodbath of the American Civil War fought by bigots, bankers, plantation owners, and industrialists who refused to
FREE MY PEOPLE. The end result was the most tragic and criminally incompetent governments lead by rogue criminal Corrupt Politicians in the USA government as well as almost all other international governments. I have contacted his office as well as the rest of the world, multiple times. End result: Deadly Silence indicating they never have taken action on the first of any of the +100 investigations of individuals guilty of thousands of felony crimes collectively……

CLICK #319 YouTube.com video and COMMAND everyone to ACT with AUTHORITY. That is all that has every been required of my 7.388 Billion People. This can NOT continue to be the #1 Terrorist attacks against my people without Military Intervention. This is why I went to Langely AFB Sept 25, 2011 as all else is the criminal trail of infamy left by these confirmed terrorists.

https://youtu.be/O5zxNT5H03w ### World Re-Broadcast Dec 18, 2015
This ONE video describes the downfall of mankind. All based on current Satanic forces centered on Predatory Greed of the Criminal Ruling Elite and WHY no government actively takes down the REAL Political Criminals who run their agencies with prostituted connections to underground cabal crime rings such as Robert Dee Rose.

When the CITIZENS uprise with WRATH and command their governments REFORM or LEAVE their countries immediately, THEN we finally get full scale Justice and Equality with the new Virtual Government of http://www.UNIocracy.com

This one video has NOT been labeled with all the websites, as KEITH DUNCAN has been testifying to SaveAllNations.com this entire time since ROSE attempted to FORCE KEITH into slavery of running his Technical CYBER Crime empire using Keith's own assets, intellectual Property.

The evidence will ALWAYS be the criminals own crimes against humanity that clearly show their own felony crimes punishable by Death, Hell-Jail PRISON, or being enslaved by the military and public to build the new communities of www.SolutionHousing.com

I am DONE. Completely DONE, carrying the weight of all these sinners. For their days are always NUMBERED by their own false testimony and ability to enslave you, my people.

Daily Press Conference calls continue until USA GOVERNMENT accepts full scale accountability, finds Keith immediately, and escorts him under military guard to testify before Congress, United NATIONS SolutionUNI.COM, Interpol www.SolutionUNI.com and protects each of KEITH's constitutional rights under federal law as the outrage of the citizens will easily lead to the bloodbath of all time if the criminal ruling elite succeed in enslaving all my people. This is why this is the final battle for Do or Die for Justice.

These World Changing SOLUTIONS are BuiltByKeith.com CreatorKeith.com uses Domain of Internet to teach GOD's Truth of how to Prevent Corruption and crimes in first place. Now on his way to Asia, JerUSAlem=NewZion2.com, the Vatican, and Europe to complete his God centered ministries with consulting entity of www.BidOnKeith.com and to put PhoneCradle.com and IcStand.com back on all international markets.

Broadcast to everyone to use SolutionFinal.com and create their own new World Order ERA3 using NewZion2.com as their primary model. Details on IseeJustice.com and viewable on www.IseeJustice.com along with many other websites. Search Internet for BuiltByKeith to help KEITH change the world one RelationSHIP at a time, just like Keith's GOD-FATHER CHRIST JESUS. For
the CRIMINALS are REAL and live by manipulating our own DATA and behavior to steal our assets. The SolutionFinal.com has always been to LOVE and CARE for EACH OTHER to remove Profit, Motive, and Opportunity to take advantage of anyone. It has always been this simple.

Contact Keith Duncan, DEMAND USGOV take down WhereIsRobertRose.com and each criminal lawyer, Judge, Prosecutor, District Attorneys and even Federal Employees who all KNEW Keith was Kidnapped 4 times and NOT-ONE SINGLE person has every represented KEITH's legal rights to JUST recover any of his STOLEN $1.2 Million USD assets, including HIS OWN pre-PAID lawyers shown on FOLlowKeith.com

SOLUTIONGOVERNMENT.com is THE PRIME comprehensive SOLUTIONFinal.com that identifies and removes corrupt people from leadership at all levels of society. Who contacts KEITH now and GRANTS him SOVEREIGN Ambassador Immunity so KEITH can complete HIS GOD-Centered Ministries NOW.

These text message sent to Brother Eli Soriana through Brother Mel (0917)511-2053

This email sent to my family clan (criminals to be precise) and many others.

This PRIME broadcast file describes so, so, so many FELONY CRIMES as well as the completed solutions to PREVENT almost ALL crimes in the first place. For even a FIRST GRADER can understand the simplicity that I was kidnapped 4 times based on the criminals defrauding me first, blocking all legal action to be completed by USA GOV, by blackmailing, extorting, threatening USA GOV officials to sign false arrest warrants.

WAIT, The first series were NEVER, EVER SIGNED or DATED. So how COULD I have been legally detained for any reason at all?

Everyone and everything else that has occurred has indeed been all the Felony Capital Crimes Against Humanity actively conducted by ROSE, Ms. Bashama, Duncan Clan, murdered Cobb County Judge Fabier (Sept 2011), Murdered Brian Walker (Dec 7, 2013 -cremated Gwinnett County), so ROSE and his extensive cybercrime criminal cabal network can take down USA Government agencies with all the other satanic criminal enterprises.

Since I OWN the copyrights and have been threatened with DEATH multiple times (attempted Murder), then I have claimed FIRST LIENS on everyone of the persons who have criminally threatened my life.

So sad, this includes my very own DUNCAN clan. It has never been anything I did wrong, it was PREDATORY GREED of each of you and all the others, this entire time.

So RUN to the FBI-AG-Press and confess your crimes so the public, churches, and what is left of our shambled legal system will finally hold each of you accountable as the #1 DEFENDANTS in the most powerful class action suit of those who WANT me DEAD so they can enjoy all of my assets they personally stole from me from Aug 4, 2010 first robbery Norcross GA condo, to present.

Happy Merry Christmas. Maybe you will all be arrested by USA Government prosecutors before the NEW YEAR actually occurs.

Threats??? WOW. So many people want me dead and no one cares, including all of you.
SO I countered with the most powerful BIBLE based solutions to turn the TIDE of self-genocide of mankind into the Paradise of Peace here on Earth as it is in HEAVEN. That happens to be a hymn as I was in choir for +20 years.

Exactly WHO ARE the CRIMINALS. They are clearly shown on international database www.URLiDent.com

as soon as the FIRST, then NEXT honest person actually DOES THEIR JOBS.

WOULD THAT be YOU, my world.

Jesus said to her, “I am the resurrection and the life. The one who believes in me will live, even though they die;” John 11:25 NIV

Tuesday Dec 15, 2015 I visited 4 major news broadcast stations on Monday. Absolutely no one has ever done any follow-up for now +8 years about Terrorist ROSE. If they had, ROSE would be dead by now and our world would be exactly different that it is today. I have been broadcasting the absolute truths of the evils in our mutual world and how my people (YOU) can easily remove all criminals from society with the solutions clearly spelled out in scriptural reference on all the indexed websites, youtube.com playlists, master white shepherd paper dissertations, and ‘CROSS’ - referenced teachings that are irrefutable and gifted Acts of Wisdom using bible based SolutionFinal.com .

This PDF file is posted on top of http://www.ChristDomain.com since almost the entire world of my people are searching for the ONE TRUE CHURCH. Read Matthew 16:18, Luke 12:32, Mark 7:9, 1
Cor 14:32. Make sure you read the entire surrounding chapter(s) so that you will not interpret these single lines out of their TRUE context as described below. Almost all religious leaders twist GOD’s truth to establish their own political and propaganda control infrastructure to ensure they are insulated and exclusive of the rest of my/our world. Christ established the TRUE CHURCH for all denominations of people, not just for the Jewish or those who created buildings for dedicated worship. For the one True Church is in our hearts, souls, and minds. It is the ONE DEGREE of SEPARATION between all of humanity and GOD that is the living, breathing, and thinking organic manifestation of GOD’s original design for mankind.

It is now 10 days before Christmas. Here is the email I just sent my own family members. Almost ALL terrorist attacks will be PREVENTED with face recognition and tracking of everyone else WITH www.URLiDent.com as I gifted this many ways to INTERPOL, UNITED NATIONS, CONGRESS, all governments, and all people. Including through as many churches as I have notifying and visiting well over 200 churches in just the last 2 years. that is www.ChristDomain.com that unifies all churches.

There are NO more criminals who I can identify locally since I am so remote for the exact reasons that all my assets were STOLEN and sold off by Brian Walker, sold off to terrorist ROSE and those who had criminal access to destroy and suppress the most comprehensive criminal investigations ever compiled by a single conservative Prince of Peace man. The # of Felony crimes, the constant violations of U.S.C. Statues (laws), civil rights violations, and assassination attempts on my life have been profitable to each of the criminals involved. So I notified them directly also. They are fully aware that they routinely commit felony and capital crimes by working in conspiracies with each other to control the flow of electronic data repositories so they can systematically forge, destroy, and divert attention away from their crimes. These are the ultimate ‘Paper Chase Conspiracies’ that the criminal ruling elite use to enslave almost all of my 7.38 Billion people into isolated districts of poverty. There is no middle class and only a very few people in the wealthy class. Everyone else owes debt for the lifestyle they create as well as being driven into poverty since they have no say on tax rates, what is actually done with their assets and taxes, and are almost always completely un-educated about the true reality of government procedures and corporate control of their ownership rights and profits.

I simple command my Constitutional rights be honored so I can finally FACE each and every accuser in a COURT OF LAW. The publicity accomplished will clearly be the most revolutionary and evolutionary REFORMATION MOVEMENT in all of history based on the evidence presented to our mutual world.

What a glorious day that will be, since I have not filed all these felony charges against the criminals since LAW FIRMS want MORE of my last reserves and EVERYONE is deadly afraid of the USA government law enforcement agencies. And the USA Gov is deadly afraid of mass mayhem and riots when news finally breaks that terrorists reside inside their own groups.

Why no honest, ethical, and trustworthy person can not be found after all these direct contacts and broadcasts, clearly indicates that our world is full of inmates who have NO RIGHTS at ALL. That was the basis for the original www.HelpInmates.com created Feb 23, 2011 the day after I was first kidnapped by ROSE and Ms. Bashama in Marietta GA PD 1.11.2506.99 larceny report that I filed resulting in the Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 issued Feb 22, 2011 by conspiracy orders of ROSE.

##### end of email. (with updates).
I am appending previous daily broadcast blogs below since I have no clue who is actually using these Gifted Acts of Wisdom. Today the edge of Typhoon Nona dumps rain for 4 more days. Our electricity was blown out this morning so I can not make hot water pot, can not cook on my induction electric stove, and of course no lights in my 4500 pesos per month flat room that is 6 meters by 4 meters = 24 sq meters = about 250 square feet. Nona means NINE ‘Combining FORM’ = NANO means MICRO as I have completed the most microscopic examination of all of humanity as well as shown the MACRO conditions of our own universe. There is truly nothing left to expose to our world..

I bought 3 candles, new batteries for my high intensity flashlight in anticipation of blackout tonight. At 5:30 pm, MIRACLE, the power came back on. Now I can continue broadcasting to the world since so many blinded fools are the general population. I cook beans and okra now with a little rice I was gifted from the neighbors who have a gas stove. I also bought bread earlier this afternoon and had a peanut and orange marmalade snack since I also have no refrigerator, hot water, shower, screens, or much of anything except the full scale assault broadcast studio consisting of a new 40” LED TV I purchased a week ago for 11,500 pesos. I still really miss my $60,000 USD of R&D lab technology that was systematically sold off by my own Family, murdered Brian Walker, and even ROSE had full access to get all my Intellectual property off all my +10 computers.

Concerning the Political Criminals. HYPOCRITICAL SECULARLIST is a great, almost perfect attributed database label. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secularism describes the separation of Church and State.

So, so many of them are also the leaders of major religious denominations. They almost all claim they are the ONLY one TRUE church of GOD regardless of the name they call GOD. Many quote scripture continuously to justify their own context. These are the Jim Bakers of Praise the Lord Fame in Charlotte N.C., the Jim Jones cult of Jonestown, Guyana South America Nov 1978 mass genocide. Do criminals attend church and donate cash and charity to others? Of course, the smartest ones do, for it buys them more protection from righteousness of the very few honest and highly ethical persons left on the planet Earth. I am clearly NOT speaking in any terms that are hypocritical or cynic at all. Read below to find out why.

Christ spoke directly about the #1 issue of the bigots, cynics, hypocrites, blinded fools, criminal brood of vipers who were the leaders of his day in Matthew Chapter 23. It has only gotten worse with the advent of the last frontier and domain of technology that is the last barrier along with health and medicine for the survival of mankind. THEN, we can travel into space only if GOD decides we will not rape, pillage, and plunder the rest of HIS creations. Why WOULD God intervene I have clearly stated and broadcast to the world for a variety of scriptural based reasons.

I really do NOT like quoting scripture. Those who quote single lines or brief passages most often use the one liners completely out of context. Seldom do they explain the opening, middle, and closing statements of these ordained teachings about the human condition that is conclusively summed up in the words of Integrity, Trust, Honesty, and virtue.

This is still CRITICAL National Security email I just sent to USA Government, including many of the criminals like Dee_Sterling@USDOJ.gov and many others.

Each of the 85 to 100 USA Government persons directly tied to Robert Dee Rose (DOB 1971.April-01) ManHuntRose.com are guilty of the above FELONY CRIMES of Conspiracy Fraud of the USA Government among many other crimes against humanity. Tied to Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 attempted murder by ROSE, Ms Bashama, and each person involved in Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 and 11.1.7683.99, I have completed all the of the PLANS of SALVATION to ensure that criminals no longer can prosper and thrive from now until the end of the days in the slum poverty stricken HELLS that they control with www.ClearCollarCrime.com
That is just one of the many righteous and justified reasons I went to USA Military Sept 25, 2011 to enlist their safe haven protection while THEY investigated the worse criminal conspiracies being tied to Terrorist ROSE and all other CYBER CRIMES resulting in updated www.SolutionJUDGE.com

From Oct 3, 2011 kidnapping until SEALED COURT ORDER 4:11cr112 dismissal on grounds of WHAT? on Jan 28, 2014, all anyone had to do was look at their own certified court documents and the one N.C.I.S. printout that showed DISMISSAL on July 15, 2011 so NO violation could have occurred. For that ONE arrest warrant was never signed or dated, no accusers ever were CALLED by anyone except myself. No evidence was EVER admitted into court that would have FREED me the SAME DAY. In fact all the false testimony was used for 2 years to THREATEN my LIFE with DEATH by FORCED MEDICATING Keith Duncan as that was the ONLY way to KILL ME without a TRACE since I would have been cremated or sent to mental WARD to be strapped down for the rest of my life. No one would ever know. That is TORTURE that is BANNED by the GENEVA CONVENTION as well as all recognized governmental laws of just countries.

The USA government is on verge of total COLLAPSE. The USA Military will be the ONLY integrity driven group to maintain peace and order WHILE www.UNiocracy.com mandates and new Constitutional LAWS of SolutionGovernment.com and SolutionURL.com are deployed. There really has never been any other choice.

For I will FACE each of these criminals on NATIONAL TV broadcasts in a COURT of LAW run by MILITARY or the first honest Federal Judge. even the Supreme Court is involved as I went to Washington D.C. May 2014 at extreme peril of danger from ROSE and all the criminal terrorists where were criminally incompetent to sign their names on each of the SEALED court documents.

Each CRIMINAL's assets I have claimed as mine under Constitutional Law of FIRST LIEN CLAIMS that FBI James Comey and AG Loretta LYNCH will personally see are signed and executed as each criminal will be ordered by courts to serve PRISON time and probably DEATH ROW for their conspiracies to subvert our own USA government laws for their own gain.

Keith

######## From previous broadcasts.

Today is Saturday Dec 12, 2015 as I attend their huge 12:30pm rally at the main outdoor/covered worship center. I met with Brother Mel (0917)511-2053 after spending the night in their common dorm room. There was about 8,000 people in the main arena. I was gifted lunch, then escorted to sit down in main area. Then, I was just escorted to a separate room with audio headsets that is 100% isolated from the people I am here to serve. Second in command, Brother Daniel Razon is hosting today's world broadcast.
Almost everywhere I go, I am asked by the church gatekeepers and leadership WHY I AM HERE. When I explain in biblical terms that I am here to learn from them and cross promote Christ, God, and the Holy Spirit, I almost immediately get a ‘cold shoulder’ For just like the famous German Roman Catholic Monk Martin Luther, I experience almost immediate resistance from the established hierarchy of religious leaders when they think I am here to question their theology. After I joined multiple churches in Roswell GA, I was eventually asked to LEAVE by the pastors and associate pastors as they all would say “We are perfectly comfortable with our theology and do NOT want anyone asking questions about what we preach.” This is also what happened to my FATHER, Christ Jesus, as he spent his youth up to age 29 traveling his world looking for the greatest places of needs, learning what were the human dynamics involved, and what he could contribute in simple master teachings by parables to help his people actually survive their self-entitlement and self-justified existence that includes taking advantage of others at almost every opportunity.

What use to the be survival of the fittest is now the prosperity of the Slave Trading Criminal Ruling Elite who have already enslaved most of our population. They have accomplished these relative simple tasks by keeping their communities ignorant, hitting them with mass capitalistic marketing to BUY, BUY, CONSUME, Waste, Enjoy the Good life while you can afford it, ‘DRINK RESPONSIBLY, Don’t drink and drive (implied at the same time), etc….. and all the other legalistic rules of order that truly enable the ‘SMARTEST’ to build kingdoms of self gratification.

I was gifted a ADD Holy Testament last night in English with Filipino column translation. Today I was gifted Bro./Founder Eli Soriano  The Blog Compilation as posted at esoriano.wordpress.com and eliSoriano.com. The inside cover page states ‘The Journey begins with Study’. Matthew 11:28-29 ‘Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls.”. The back cover quote from Bro Eli Soriano is “Safety is not your distance from danger. Safety is your closeness to God.”.

A quick review of the compilation reveals that Bro Eli is in self imposed exile because of death threats against him by native Philippine religious fanatics, criminals, rebels, and those who do not want his message to reach the hearts, minds, and souls of our world.

This is EXACTLY what has occurred to myself. Despite being extremely wealthy in real assets, intellectual property, in service to GOD and all of mankind, I have been rejected by almost everyone because I have mirrored everyones true nature back to themselves to remove their deception of smoke and mirrors to divert their attention from their own true purpose in life.

This is to Love and Care for each other. During my FATHER’s last months on Earth, he is recorded numerous times as being extremely frustrated at everyone looking for diversions and self-gratifications so they could continue their idol worshipping and use of vice to avoid actually serving others.

Again, there is absolutely no greater crime during the course of humanities history than government officials perverting their own man made laws, contracts, and regulations in prostituted agenda with the underground criminal enterprises who I collectively, legally, financially, and spiritually labeled in database attribute format as the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’.

All it takes will be a simple coup to overthrow the existing puppet government leadership, enable a few Satanic dictator tyrants to control and manipulate the Military forces, abolish free trade, establish district WALLS like the Berlin German Wall, the Chinese Great Wall, and Korean DMZ no-man kill zones, the 12 mile international water boundaries, and other restrictions to free travel, trade, discipline of integrity, and ethically created and enforced contracts to ensure the survival of mankind.
OH INTEGRITY. That is a singular word that is seldom spoken and less often discussed among my 7.38 Billion people. ETHICS, Accountability, Honesty, trustworthiness, and a host of other integrity related principals have disappeared from the mainstay of human life.

2 Timothy 3:13 is discussed by Bro Daniel Razon pastor.

I just tweeted at 1:34 pm Manila time: “Terrorism Political Criminals KILLED with SolutionURL.com URLiDent.com full scale transparency #askBroEliTheBibleAnswers"

It is now 5:30 pm and very little left for myself to re-broadcast. I am in the side broadcast studio right below the prime TV broadcast control room as I watch them switch video feeds from around the world. I have fully functional broadcast capability in front of myself that I created from off-shelf technology that I have developed over past 40 years of focused prime consultant work for major banking firms, telecommunications giants Bellsouth, Cingular, AT&T, Cox Communications, DCA, SunGard Trust Systems, and of course, all churches.

Why can no one see the absolute truths that I teach the world. How to Love and Care for each other. For Christ Jesus encountered such huge resistance to his own Father’s ministries that he was crucified as well as forsaken by everyone, including GOD himself. Find these true statements in the Bible.

As far as the One and Only TRUE Church of God, that is what so many religions and religious leaders have proclaimed since the beginning of organized dogma worshipping. It pronely and probably started with worshipping the heavenly elements and the basic organic life that circled around primitive man. So many extremely powerful religions organizations have claimed they are the ONLY connection to GOD himself. That is prostituted adulterous blasemy in so many ways. This is what so many pastors and religious leaders say about the other religions. Few people have every learned how to unify in agreement so that everyone benefits.

That is what the PRIME Golden Rule Statement on http://www.ChristDomain.com states as: "Act with the Authority of Fearless People to Protect All Rights of Others"
© 2015 CreatorKeith.com World Trading Partner Ministries Enterprises INC.

Clearly, I was conceived to lead the world with the master education series of preventing all crimes and terrorism in the first place. This is quickly accomplished with the use of existing technology of Face Recognition and Referential Integrity use of URLiDent.com database that is monitored and controlled by the same citizens who are the overseers and monitors of themselves and everyone else. These methods finally convert the use of the word ‘ENFORCE’ to the word FORCE. For the citizens can easily force criminals into impoverished conditions of slums and being slave traded based on only the criminals own signed testimony, actions, and behaviors. In secular and non-secular descriptive conditions, this is the most conclusive anti-Crime methods and procedures ever conceived, created, designed, manufactured, and deployed for world use.

Not one time have I used the common phrases of theory, alleged, presumption, or related descriptive words that would imply I do not know exactly what I have learned and been teaching for all 57 years of my life. What I do not think I will remember, I record in multi-media format as fast as I can to ensure it survives for the benefits of others.
This includes commanding the world to put Robert Dee Rose and his terrorist conspirators into PRISON and on Death Row. It was clear on Sept 25, 2011 at Langley Air Force Base that the USA military and related intelligence services were the absolute best and only last resort choices when I discovered that everyone I encountered was pro-actively preventing all investigations and arrests of themselves and others who they personally were conducting criminal enterprise.

Back to the ADD sermon today. Bro Daniel Razon speaks about the trials and tribulations including Proverbs 30:5 that is taken out of context.
30:1 The sayings of Agur son of Jakeh—an inspired utterance.
This man’s utterance to Ithiel: “I am weary, God, but I can prevail.
2 Surely I am only a brute, not a man; I do not have human understanding.
3 I have not learned wisdom, nor have I attained to the knowledge of the Holy One.
4 Who has gone up to heaven and come down? Whose hands have gathered up the wind? Who has wrapped up the waters in a cloak? Who has established all the ends of the earth? What is his name, and what is the name of his son? Surely you know!

5 “Every word of God is flawless; he is a shield to those who take refuge in him.
6 Do not add to his words, or he will rebuke you and prove you a liar.
7 “Two things I ask of you, Lord; do not refuse me before I die:
8 Keep falsehood and lies far from me; give me neither poverty nor riches, but give me only my daily bread.
9 Otherwise, I may have too much and disown you and say, ‘Who is the Lord?’

For so many pastors and religious leaders pull out single lines of text and wrap their own sermons around them stating these are the ABSOLUTE TRUTHS of GOD for all to USE or DIE.
How many of you, my people, do the same thing. They take a single phrase or gossip out of context and twist it for their own needs. I find absolutely NO FAULT with GOD, CHRIST, or the Holy SPIRIT with the major exception that I do feel totally forsaken by all. This occurred to biblical Job, Moses, Christ, and many other messianic messengers.

A common method of many religious leaders is to preach the ‘FEAR of GOD’. Why would we ever need to FEAR a Father who is loving kindness, grace, and faith even when GOD is distant from us for really long times. Was this not the original design of GOD for all of humanity. For mankind to solve their own issues and decide if they want to ensure their own legacy of knowledge in service to all others. Why have so many cultures worshipped the stars, constellations, and organic features of their home planet.
Daniel discusses Hebrew 13:5 next: “Keep your lives free from the love of money and be content with what you have, because God has said, “Never will I leave you; never will I forsake you.”
Notice that I just spoke of these same truths from a 180 degree different viewpoint.
Daniel not completes his teachings at 7 pm. facebook.com / ControverseryExtraOrdinary.com twitter.com/MrControversyX #TheTruthCaster

TWEET just sent of: Total Unification of entire world is easy with SolutionURL.com Ordained/Divine Solutions for @MrControversyX UNlocracy.com at 7:02 pm Manila time.

At 9:15 pm, a ADD member showed my Divine card on their broadcast network claiming that all BAPTISTS are horrible and dis-united. I agree. What Bro Eli refuses to admit is that he is also part of the problem of brain-washing.
From Bro Eli’s Facebook posting: https://www.facebook.com/broeliseoSoriano?_rdr=p
I did a minor video recording of above. All of a sudden, 15 people descend on me asking me to SHOW them what was on my cell phone. They are deathly afraid that Eli’s words will reach the public. After a 10 minute conversation, they all leave satisfied that I am here to HELP them. This proves over and over that so many people have indeed been brainwashed to not think outside their religious leaders thought box.

Who ever was their spokesperson claims that this is EXCLUSIVE broadcast that ONLY members can see. Above is the 1,360 churches seeing these broadcasts that are marked ‘Not Intended for Broadcast’. Just how DOES any church expect to get new members if they are EXCLUSIVE and do NOT share everything they have with their communities of faith and grace.

It is 9:36 pm now. They are showing a confrontational video on TV now where people are shouting a people as they chase them down the street. Clearly they are missionaries. How shameful. The audience is laughing in the background as the video shows them shouting at the retreating members of another religious denomination. This proves over and over that Political Corruption exists in almost all churches.

At 9:43 pm Manila time I tweet: “Can all churches STOP brain-washing their people that they are the ONLY TRUE Church #TheTruthCaster #MrControversyX”

Eli quotes 1 Peter 2: **The Living Stone and a Chosen People**

4 As you come to him, the living Stone—rejected by humans but chosen by God and precious to him— 5 you also, like living stones, are being built into a spiritual house[a] to be a holy priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ. 6 For in Scripture it says: “See, I lay a stone in Zion, a chosen and precious cornerstone, and the one who trusts in him will never be put to shame.”

7 Now to you who believe, this stone is precious. But to those who do not believe, “The stone the builders rejected has become the cornerstone,” 8 and,“A stone that causes people to stumble and a rock that makes them fall.

This is exactly NewZion2.com and IFJC2.com (I follow Jesus Christ two) (not too, but TWO) for every GODly relationship involves at least two parties.

It is funny that the control room above me has someone look down at me occasionally to make sure I am not VIDEO recording anything. WOW. Such brain-washed shame I feel for them. For they not only do not have open minds, they immediately look for the worse. As if they think I am here to BRING down their houses of worship. I have clearly stated I am here to STUDY what are their needs and to do everything I can to bring more community members into their churches.

I remain so tired, frustrated, and often bitter that these divine or ordained works of Acts of Wisdom have almost no public exposure after 40 years of problem solving expertise as a PRIME CONSULTANT and now +8 years of dedicating my life to using GOD’s current word applied to today’s world to actually teach our entire world how to save itself by removing all Political Criminals, prevent almost all crimes in the first place, and actually UNIFY our world under one new WORLD ORDER that
is NOT a tyrant dictator monarchy oligarchy communism socialism democratic driven EGO-MANIAC blood thirsty Criminal Ruling Elite order. How is that for a 100% adjective driven accurate comprehensive description.

Eli keeps stating the world of GOD is his/congregation WEAPON. These are his words directly quoted. Of COURSE the members heard the opening and closing discussion and remarks. The audience now brings forth their contributions to the collection boxes. All churches require funding for their basic services. So WHERE IS MY FUNDING.

For I have created the worlds first UNIVERSAL church of [http://www.ChristDomain.com](http://www.ChristDomain.com) that is the first virtual internet publishing organization that encompasses and claims GOD’s dominion domain as HIS own creation. For who actually created everything in the first place. Was it YOU, my people.

In true fact, what exactly HAVE any of your created lately except more viceful behavior, crime, fraud, adultery, and other actions that create the mayhem, chaos, and bloodshed that is destroying God’s original paradise of natural resources. Even the Global Warming that ELI spoke about will be solved forever with simple use of [http://www.TurnOffLights.com](http://www.TurnOffLights.com) that was gifted to our mutual world and N.C.S.U. Raleigh N.C. University back in May 2014. I also just sent another email to my original professor and Head of Computer Engineering Daniel Stancil.

It is clear that few if any HONEST, ETHICAL, RIGHTEOUS persons can be found anywhere on earth despite all the broadcasts with every available ways and means.

I really look forward to my own return to HEAVEN per previous broadcasts so I can finally accomplish what I was conceived to finish. Save and free my own people from their own predatory greed……

### Below is Friday’s Dec 11, 2015 Re-broadcast as I really dislike repeating so many times WHO I AM and what I have gifted all of mankind.

This transmission to Church of God International DIRECT TO BRO ELI. I am traveling to ADD Convention Center this evening. I have become the most powerful Biblical Journalist Emissary in recent history. I am USA citizen who was POLITICAL PRISONER of BIBLICAL war against Terrorism and the ANTIChrist for 848 days of HELL.

End result is

http://www.ChristDomain.com that unifies all churches
http://www.SolutionGOD.com about Jesus Christ return
http://www.BuiltByKeith.com that is Clearinghouse world changing solution.

My Cell is above. Please contact me, perhaps I can have video conference call with you as soon as possible. My Skype ID is BuiltBykeith2.

I could quote scripture like Mark 12:30-31 and Luke 24:36 to identify exactly WHO I AM.

God DOES bless those who solve their own problems in service to Others.
The USA government is on verge of total collapse because of pure ANTICHRIST greed along with many other world governments.


http://www.UNIlocracy.com is the new Christ world order using SolutionGovernment.com and SolutionURL.com as basis for citizens controlling and managing all governments under oversight of all CHURCHES and CommunityUNITYurl.com organizations.

Click: https://youtu.be/9CD552qj2as part of original www.TeamMoneyMachine.com world class solutions once existing governments and corporations collapse because of their own PCTerror.com and ClearCollarCrime.com

After 5 hours on my motorcycle, I have arrived at the prime outdoor worship center for the Worldwide Bible Exposition on Friday, Dec 11, 2015 at 7 pm. The address is: Located at Apalit, Pampanga, the Ang Dating Daan Convention Center is the Philippine headquarters of MCGI.

The bible study starts now. I just tweeted to Bro Eli the following:

TWEET: Ano ang kailangan upang mapag-isa ang lahat ng simbahan at sa mga taong may 1 degree ng paghihiwalay. #AskBroEliTheBibleAnswers

ChristDomain.com
ENGLISH: What is needed to UNIFY all churches and people with 1 degree of separation. ChristDomain.com

I just received a headset from my hosts with English real time translations. I wish I could type as fast as they talk. I COULD use my microphone and capture the translations.

1 Corinto 4:6
1 Cor 14:37

Bro Eli states that we should only believe in what is written in the Bible. This is stated to guide everyone to the truth of the Word of God. A prime problem throughout history is man’s interpretation of the bible. He claims that TRINITY and HOLY SUPPER is not in the bible. The Lord’s Supper is in the bible. He states the Roman Catholic Church has twisted and interpreted the original scripture to create their own worship of relics and pageantry. Eli states to stick to what is written. Keith: The real issue is the number of translations that have occurred since the original scriptures were recorded by humans, sometimes years or decades after the actual events occurred.

Eli says a search for a ‘sign of the cross’ in almost all bibles will result in NO hits. So why use it? Eli is speaking often about other religious denominations. From my own (Keiths) forensic research, almost all churches are in direct conflict with each other since they are also politically corrupt out of their inherit need to be exclusive with the theology that THEY are the only true Church of God. This applies to islam, buddist, jewish, baptist, methodist, shikism, etc.
1 John 2:18 is about the AntiChrist.

**Warnings Against Denying the Son**

18 Dear children, this is the last hour; and as you have heard that the antichrist is coming, even now many antichrists have come. This is how we know it is the last hour. 19 They went out from us, but they did not really belong to us. For if they had belonged to us, they would have remained with us; but their going showed that none of them belonged to us. 20 But you have an anointing from the Holy One, and all of you know the truth.

**Matthew 24:5** “For many will come in my name, claiming, ‘I am the Messiah,’ and will deceive many. “

**1 Timothy 6: 2... False Teachers and the Love of Money**

These are the things you are to teach and insist on. 3 If anyone teaches otherwise and does not agree to the sound instruction of our Lord Jesus Christ and to godly teaching, 4 they are conceited and understand nothing. They have an unhealthy interest in controversies and quarrels about words that result in envy, strife, malicious talk, evil suspicions 5 and constant friction between people of corrupt mind, who have been robbed of the truth and who think that godliness is a means to financial gain. 6 But godliness with contentment is great gain.

**Matthew 23:9** And do not call anyone on earth ‘father,’ for you have one Father, and he is in heaven.

KEITH: this is the FATHER cast in stone on the top of [http://www.ChristDomain.com](http://www.ChristDomain.com) It can be found near the covered bridge of Stone Mountain Georgia USA from summer of 2014.

What is the meaning of Papa. It is Father.

**Matthew 23:8** “But you are not to be called ‘Rabbi,’ for you have one Teacher, and you are all brothers.

Rabbi means Teacher in Jewish language. Christ was the ultimate teacher and seldom if ever a ‘preacher’. For that phrase tends to imply someone telling others what to do. The Pope is called the Most Holy Father. When we pray, we state ‘Our Father who art in Heaven.’. Each religion has heaped all the titles of mankind upon the king’s heads. Cardinals, bishops. Eli refers to the AntiChrists as those who place themselves as more and most holy above everyone else in a sign of power and prestige. Christ did not state he was the ruler of anyone. He did state that he had power of domain over GOD’s dominion. This is [http://www.ChristDomain.com](http://www.ChristDomain.com)
Isaiah 29:24 Those who are wayward in spirit will gain understanding; those who complain will accept instruction.”

Tweet: #askBroEliTheBibleAnswers: Who will UNIFY all churches and people with 1 degree of separation with GOD. ChristDomain.com

Kawikaan 4: 1 Cor 2:6 We do, however, speak a message of wisdom among the mature, but not the wisdom of this age or of the rulers of this age, who are coming to nothing. 7 No, we declare God’s wisdom, a mystery that has been hidden and that God destined for our glory before time began. 8 None of the rulers of this age understood it, for if they had, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.”

1 Peter 3: Suffering for Doing Good verse 8 Finally, all of you, be like-minded, be sympathetic, love one another, be compassionate and humble. 9 Do not repay evil with evil or insult with insult. On the contrary, repay evil with blessing, because to this you were called so that you may inherit a blessing.

TWEET: Who will bring Unification to all churches and governments? When #askBroEliTheBibleAnswers at 8:07 pm Manila time.

Question: How will I know what religion is the ‘right religion’. Eli answers to leave what is wrong. Romans 16:17 I urge you, brothers and sisters, to watch out for those who cause divisions and put obstacles in your way that are contrary to the teaching you have learned. Keep away from them. 18 For such people are not serving our Lord Christ, but their own appetites. By smooth talk and flattery they deceive the minds of naive people. 19 Everyone has heard about your obedience, so I rejoice because of you; but I want you to be wise about what is good, and innocent about what is evil. 20 The God of peace will soon crush Satan under your feet. The grace of our Lord Jesus be with you.

Isaiah 52:11 “Depart, depart, go out from there! Touch no unclean thing! 12 But you will not leave in haste or go in flight; for the Lord will go before you, the God of Israel will be your rear guard.”

Eli states once a person leaves what is wrong, they will be saved.

Matthew 15:14 Leave them; they are blind guides.[d] If the blind lead the blind, both will fall into a pit.”

John 7:17 Anyone who chooses to do the will of God will find out whether my teaching comes from God or whether I speak on my own. 18 Whoever speaks on their own does so to gain personal glory, but he who seeks the glory of the one who sent him is a man of truth; there is nothing false about him. 19 Has not Moses given you the law? Yet not one of you keeps the law. Why are you trying to kill me?” 20 “You are demon-possessed,” the crowd answered. “Who is trying to kill you?” 21 Jesus said to them, “I did one miracle, and you are all amazed.” …… 24 Stop judging by mere appearances, but instead judge correctly.”
Side note: 3 John 7 translated is "We do not accept monetary contributions from non-members" is on their main meeting hall front wall. The actual verse is 7 It was for the sake of the Name that they went out, receiving no help from the pagans."

For all the pagans of our world have NEVER EVER contributed anything to Keith Duncan’s GOD-PEOPLE focused ministries. This is a clear indication of the depravity of our entire world. I have been asking for safe haven, food, housing, transportation for now well over 4 biblical years starting back in Sept 2011 when Satanic Anti-Christ ROSE was actively stalking my intellectual property, my location, and who I was ministering to. This includes all my own churches, the public, the IRS, FBI, US Military, AG, US marshals, the PRESS (news Media) and of course everyone I met.

Eli speaks more on if a person is centered in the ‘right religion’. Eli asks if the bible says anything about contributions linked to the Last Supper communion. He states no.

On December 14, 2015 7 pm. He states that ADD (Church of God International hosts their Mass Indoctrination class session at 7 pm.

The next question is about Satan being unleashed on the mankind. After 1,000 years, the followers of Christ will have left. Only those who do not follow Christ will be left behind.

@BuiltByKeith2 tweet is: Will world know when Christ returns: Matthew 24:36 Who will be the Messianic Messenger #AskBroEliTheBibleAnswers

Matthew 24:30 “Then will appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven. And then all the peoples of the earth will mourn when they see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven, with power and great glory.”

It is now 8:30 pm as Brother Eli speaks about everything was created by God’s creation in the Beginning. These assets are all from God. Hebrew 3:4 For every house is built by someone, but God is the builder of everything.

Can everyone see WHO inspired and created http://www.ChristDomain.com http://www.SolutionGOD.com www.IFJC2.com www.NewZion2.com As all benefit with the application of 5 simple steps of http://www.SolutionFinal.com that is the reverse of the Final Solution of the Nazi Germany Hitler regime. I refer to this period of devastating slave trading murderous years as the Holy Cost that is close to the name Holocaust.

The local question from our own worship center is about the living speaking with the Dead. The answer is NO. 1 Deut 18:10-13 10 Let no one be found among you who sacrifices their son or daughter in the fire, who practices divination or sorcery, interprets omens, engages in witchcraft, 11 or casts spells, or who is a medium or spiritist or who consults the dead. 12 Anyone who does these things is detestable to the Lord; because of these same detestable practices the Lord your God will drive out those nations before you. 13 You must be blameless before the Lord your God.

The next question is about Christ being born on Dec 25. The answer is the Roman Catholic Church set this date centuries ago for convenience of other historical and religious events. The date is not in the bible. In year 330 A.D, the Church of Rome assigned Dec 25. It coincides with a Roman God’s recognized birthdate.

James 3:16 Two Kinds of Wisdom

13 Who is wise and understanding among you? Let them show it by their good life, by deeds done in the humility that comes from wisdom. 14 But if you harbor bitter envy and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not
boast about it or deny the truth. 15 Such “wisdom” does not come down from heaven but is earthly, unspiritual, demonic. 16 For where you have envy and selfish ambition, there you find disorder and every evil practice.

17 But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. 18 Peacemakers who sow in peace reap a harvest of righteousness.

Deut 20:19 This day I call the heavens and the earth as witnesses against you that I have set before you life and death, blessings and curses. Now choose life, so that you and your children may live 20 and that you may love the Lord your God, listen to his voice, and hold fast to him. For the Lord is your life, and he will give you many years in the land he swore to give to your fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

I asked my question at 8:55 pm. Eli says this is an impossibility because of the predatory greed of human. Jude 1:5 Though you already know all this, I want to remind you that the Lord[c] at one time delivered his people out of Egypt, but later destroyed those who did not believe. 6 And the angels who did not keep their positions of authority but abandoned their proper dwelling—these he has kept in darkness, bound with everlasting chains for judgment on the great Day. 7 In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding towns gave themselves up to sexual immorality and perversion. They serve as an example of those who suffer the punishment of eternal fire.

Isiah 46: I make known the end from the beginning, from ancient times, what is still to come.
I say, ‘My purpose will stand, and I will do all that I please.’

Eli states that he is an incompatible GOD. Eli states GOD has the capacity to solve any problem. The end from the beginning. Eli is stated that crime will never be conjured and solved by anyone, including man

But Jesus did exactly this one task. He UNIFIED all churches and was killed as a result. Revelation 11:18 The nations were angry, and your wrath has come.
The time has come for judging the dead, and for rewarding your servants the prophets and your people who revere your name, both great and small—and for destroying those who destroy the earth.”

Eli speaks about the Global warming and the OZONE issue. this solved by www.TurnOffLights.com and the redistribution of all the criminal

Revelations 16:14 They are demonic spirits that perform signs, and they go out to the kings of the whole world, to gather them for the battle on the great day of God Almighty.

15 “Look, I come like a thief! Blessed is the one who stays awake and remains clothed, so as not to go naked and be shamefully exposed.”

16 Then they gathered the kings together to the place that in Hebrew is called Armageddon.

Eli states these clearing of criminals are impossible. I object. This is actually an easy task with http://www.SolutionFinal.com and the other world changing events mapped out on www.BuiltByKeith.com

# of nuclear warheads. Russia13,000, US 9,400 France 300. .Total 23,375.
25 For he must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet. 26 The last enemy to be destroyed is
death. 27 For he “has put everything under his feet.” Now when it says that “everything” has been put under
him, it is clear that this does not include God himself, who put everything under Christ. 28 When he has done
this, then the Son himself will be made subject to him who put everything under him, so that God may be all in
all.

1 Cor 15: 24

####

These are perfect examples of so many small businesses that will rock our entire world when public
sees and actually uses all these divine or ordained business processes. www.ClearCollarCrime.com and
PCTerror.com along with SolutionHousing.com are all part of the very final worldwide ministries seen on
clearinghouse http://www.BuiltBykeith.com

Any questions now? by anyone??? For Keith will soon testify to the world, including
SolutionUNI.com UNITED NATIONS, Congress, and all governments with public support once
YOU, my people rise up by ACTING with AUTHORITY of FEARLESS PEOPLE to PROTECT the
RIGHTS of all OTHERS.... BidOnkeith.com explains why..

The fish and pig swine I have already fried to burnt perfection are all the terrorists, criminals, and
those political criminals who think they control everything by fear, intimidation, graft, blackmail,
extortion, kick-backs, and their ability to control the flow of information shown by the PREVENTION of
ClearCollarCrime.com and PCTerror.com cause and effect.

This email sent to my own DUNCAN clan. Call them and ask them the felony crimes they
committed from Oct 3, 2011 to present…

Where are all my possessions? WHERE... Sold off my Duncan Clan and murdered Brian Walker
(cremated Dec 7, 2013) to prevent murder investigations of many others. Competent, Logical,
focused, righteous, honest, trustworthy, CHRIST FOLLOWER (www.ChristDomain.com) as I just
claimed first right liens on ALL criminals assets on www.ClearCollarCrime.com and even contacted
another high powered law firm just last evening and today to FILE all these criminal lawsuits since
USA GOVERNMENT is about to collapse from cops orchestrated by the Criminal Ruling Elite. I
teach our entire world how to target and focus on all the unrepentant criminals. Have YOU confessed
your crimes and the drain of all my bank accounts as even Sherry used my credit cards illegally and
opened up a CHASE Credit Card in JOINT name AFTER I was kidnapped. so, so, so many deadly
crimes committed. Even all my motorcycle gear and FZ1 sold off by criminals and ALL that
intellectual property stolen by ROSE for completing his CYBERCRIME attacks against YOU, the
GOVERNMENTS, and of course corporations.

Any questions now?

World DOMINATION is by THE CITIZENS of UNITYurl.com Integrity or by the CRIMINAL RULING
ELITE.

After fighting Satan, AntiChrist Rose, and all these criminals for so long, this is the end result of all the
Acts of Wisdom I have gifted to all of humanity.
Matthew 24:36
[The Day and Hour Unknown] “But about that day or hour no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father.
In Context | Full Chapter | Other Translations
Mark 13:32
[The Day and Hour Unknown] “But about that day or hour no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father.

I, Keith Duncan state: “I am WHO I AM, I am HE. Each of you must be ONLY YOU. No masks, no deceptions, no crimes, no idol worshipping of assets or of others. GOD is your FATHER. GOD is my FATHER. CHRIST JESUS is the integral part of the HOLY TRINITY with the HOLY SPIRIT that is the Breath of all life.” Compile these as www.IseeIunderStand.com as the Last Testament = ERA3 Scripture to proceed after Old Testament, then the New Testament. For this is the last dawning of the age of mankind. Do or DIE for Justice is the correct dividing line.

YouTube.com Video under ‘BuiltByKeith #316’. https://youtu.be/3cjqsXJOFZ4
#316 ChristDomain.com UNIFIES world URLiDent.com BuiltByKeith UNIoCracy.com

https://youtu.be/3cjqsXJOFZ4 ### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.
This original Dec 8, 2015 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Philippines conducting daily Press Conferences http://www.BuiltByKeith.com Clearinghouse of ALL solutions for mankind to survive it's own genocide.
Read to the end, since everyone has been completely notified through every single ways and means, including Congress, Interpol, Press, churches, + you.

Jesus said to her, “I am the resurrection and the life. The one who believes in me will live, even though they die;” John 11:25 NIV

### ReBroadcast PRESS RELEASE. Dec 8, 2015. Keith Duncan

WWIII started back on 1958-Aug-15 with technology warfare to enslave my people by controlling and manipulating their lives, assets, patterns of thinking, and systematically draining their blood, guts, and souls to sustain and profit 'The Criminal Ruling Elite'. The Bloodbaths and Mayhem with resulting worldwide destination devastation of our Planet Earth occur on an hourly basis. YouTube.com Video search " #316 BuiltByKeith " is published on Dec 8, 2015 on the 74th anniversary of Pearl Harbor first strike that resulted in millions of others being murdered for their assets by those Satanic persons who learned that Political Crimes are the true pathway to immediate power.

The antiChrist Robert Dee Rose was released into Paradise on 1971-April-01 (April Fools Day)
Norfolk VA Sept 25, 2011 sealed and destroyed Court Order 4:11cr112 is seen by world on www.ManHuntRose.com is the http://www.SolutionMilitary.com prime solution to ensure total Peace and Tranquility while the Military investigates all the Terrorists, Political Criminals, Banksters, cyber-criminals, and underground crime networks that utilize the Internet like www.FineHomeTechnologies.com S2SGreen.com www.AgileLaw.com , real estate shelf companies, and secret banking traders to suck the living assets out of the uneducated common people. Daily Press Conference calls are Conducted to USA +1(712)775-7031 ID 166 841 408 while the United Nations (SolutionUNI.com) and Interpol (www.URLiDent.com ) with USA Military, CIA, NSA, HLS, and citizens complete the GOD-PEOPLE focused ministries seen on clearinghouse http://
www.BuiltByKeith.com matrix of singular world class saving solution and related URL - You are loved transmitted websites, youtube.com (BuiltByKeith), and prime on  http://www.IseeIUnderstand.com.

Not a single person has ever represented or protected the first of any Constitutional, Civil, or spiritual Rights of www.BidOnKeith.com. Their criminal signatures and false testimony put them all into HELL-JAIL or optionally as the new slaves of the common class to use www.SolutionHousing.com to create new UNITYurl.com self-regulated communities that are protected by ONE world military who removes corrupt individuals as soon as communities fail to take care of their own emerging criminals.

Washington D.C. will soon be shut down and converted into rest home museum for all politicians who confess their treasonous crimes against humanity by turning in their peers first. Certainly mass mayhem and bloodbaths will be avoided when all of my people see WHO I AM and what I have been gifting them all the days of my life. How to actually LOVE and CARE for each other using the basic Principals of Integrity and full scale Accountability.

http://www.ChristDomain.com is the original, middle, and end Alpha Omega state of humanity. Not a single person has ever represented the rights of Keith Duncan including being contractually obligated to uphold Constitutional Laws and County/state/federal Statues of law. Clearly these are total Tort Legal Reform also. YOU, my people are the solutionFinal.com to bring full scale justice and equality back to our entire world. Contact Keith to find out WHO YOU ARE. BidOnKeith.com remains the best contact methods to attend Keith's press conferences and soon, stadiums and churches full of my people hungry for total Equality.

http://www.ChristDomain.com is the SolutionFinal.com that unifies our entire world. Using www.SolutionGovernment.com SolutionURL.com URLiDent.com and the clearinghouse of http://www.BuilTbyKeith.com, total transparency and visibility are obtained by all citizens over all criminals by their own evidence and justified wrath. No more HITLERS, tyrants, or other terrorist Political Criminals of www.PCTerror.com can travel or conduct business. GPS tracking and face recognition is accomplished by all citizens monitoring everyone else around them. Bigots, cynics, hypocrites and diversity of all races is ABOLISHED by citizens shunning those who have no integrity or respect for the rights of others. BidOnKeith.com remains waiting for all citizens to RISE UP and actually protect the rights of all others. Who contacts Keith Duncan now and joins http://www.UNITYurl.com by forming their own COMMUNITY FAITH BASED Cooperative Ministries at all levels regardless of religious dogma and type casting. Keith

Luke 24 On the Road to Emmaus

Here is Chinese Translation of #316. Others can do the same with such little effort. China SolutionURL.com VPN https://youtu.be/3cjqsXJOFZ4 ###即时世界新闻发布和再传播到世界。这种原始的2015年12月8日从基思邓肯在菲律宾广播进行所有的解决方案,为人类的日常新闻发布会http://www.BuiltByKeith.com交换所生存的它自己的种族屠杀。阅读到最后,因为每个人都经历了每一个方法和手段,其中包括美国国会,国际刑警组织,出版社,教堂, +你被彻底通知。

耶稣对她说,“我就是复活,就是生命。一个谁相信我将生活,即使他们死了;”约翰福音11:25 NIV ###重播的新闻稿。12月8日,2015年基思·邓肯 WWIII始于1958 - 8 - 15技术战,通过控制和操纵的思考自己的生命,财产,模式和系统地消耗自己的血液,内脏,和灵魂,以维持和利润“刑法统治精英”奴役我的人。该Bloodbaths和混乱,由此导致我们的地球在全球目的地破坏发生在以小时为单位。
YouTube.com视频搜索“#316 BuiltByKeith”发表于2015年12月8日珍珠港第一击的第74周年，导致数以百万计人的那些谁了解到，政治性的罪行是真正的途径撒旦的人被谋杀了自己的资产要立即断电。


没有一个人曾经代表或受保护的第一任宪法，民法，还是精神www.BidOnKeith.com的权利。他们的犯罪签名和假证把他们都变成地狱监狱或可选的通用类的新奴⾪用 www.SolutionHousing.com创建由一个世界军事谁清除贪官保护的新UNITYurl.com自我调节社区只要个⼈社区不能拿⾃⼰的新兴罪犯的照

华盛顿将很快被关闭，并转化为养老院博物馆通过将在他们的同龄人谁第一个承认自己叛逆的危害人类罪的所有的政府官员。当然，大规模的混乱和bloodbaths将避免当所有的人看到现在的我，我的生活就是我一直在馈赠他们的日子。如何真正的爱和照顾彼此使用Integrity和满度问责制的基本原理。http://www.ChristDomain.com是人类的原始，中间和结束阿尔法欧米茄状态。没有人曾经代表基思邓肯的权利，包括被约定的义务，维护宪法法律和法治县/国家/联邦雕像。显然，这些都是总侵权的法律改⾰也。你，我的人是solutionFinal.com把满刻度公正和平等回到我们的整个世界。联系基思找出你是谁。

### ReBroadcast PRESS RELEASE. Dec 8, 2015. Keith Duncan

WWIII started back on 1958-Aug-15 with technology warfare to enslave my people by controlling and manipulating their lives, assets, patterns of thinking, and systematically draining their blood, guts, and souls to sustain and profit 'The Criminal Ruling Elite'. The Bloodbaths and Mayhem with resulting worldwide destination devastation of our Planet Earth occur on an hourly basis. YouTube.com Video search " #316 BuiltByKeith " is published on Dec 8, 2015 on the 74th anniversary of Pearl Harbor first strike that resulted in millions of others being murdered for their assets by those Satanic persons who learned that Political Crimes are the true pathway to immediate power.

The antiChrist Robert Dee Rose was released into Paradise on 1971-April-01 (April Fools Day)

Norfolk VA Sept 25, 2011 sealed and destroyed Court Order 4:11cr112 is seen by world on www.ManHuntRose.com is the http://www.SolutionMilitary.com prime solution to ensure total Peace and Tranquility while the Military investigates all the Terrorists, Political Criminals, Banksters, cyber-criminals, and underground crime networks that utilize the Internet like www.FineHomeTechnologies.com S2SGreen.com www.AgileLaw.com, real estate shelf companies, and secret banking traders to suck the living assets out of the uneducated common people. Daily Press Conference calls are Conducted to USA +(1(712)775-7031 ID 166 841 408 while the United Nations (SolutionUNI.com) and Interpol (www.URLiDent.com ) with USA Military, CIA, NSA, HLS, and citizens complete the GOD-PEOPLE focused ministries seen on clearinghouse http://www.BuiltByKeith.com matrix of singular world class saving solution and related URL - You aRe Loved transmitted websites, youtube.com (BuiltByKeith), and prime on http://www.IseeIUnderStand.com

Not a single person has ever represented or protected the first of any Constitutional, Civil, or spiritual Rights of www.BidOnKeith.com . Their criminal signatures and false testimony put them all into HELL-JAIL or optionally as the new slaves of the common class to use
www.SolutionHousing.com to create new UNITYurl.com self-regulated communities that are protected by ONE world military who removes corrupt individuals as soon as communities fail to take care of their own emerging criminals.

Washington D.C. will soon be shut down and converted into rest home museum for all politicians who confess their treasonous crimes against humanity by turning in their peers first. Certainly mass mayhem and bloodbaths will be avoided when all of my people see WHO I AM and what I have been gifting them all the days of my life. How to actually LOVE and CARE for each other using the basic Principals of Integrity and full scale Accountability.

#### end of world re-broadcast.

http://www.ChristDomain.com is the original, middle, and end Alpha Omega state of humanity. Not a single person has ever represented the rights of Keith Duncan including being contractually obligated to uphold Constitutional Laws and County/state/federal Statues of law. Clearly these are total Tort Legal Reform also. YOU, my people are the solutionFinal.com to bring full scale justice and equality back to our entire world. Contact Keith to find out WHO YOU ARE. BidOnKeith.com remains the best contact methods to attend Keith's press conferences and soon, stadiums and churches full of my people hungry for total Equality.

http://www.ChristDomain.com is the SolutionFinal.com that unifies our entire world. Using www.SolutionGovernment.com SolutionURL.com URLiDent.com and the clearinghouse of http://www.BuilTbyKeith.com, total transparency and visibility are obtained by all citizens over all criminals by their own evidence and justified wrath. No more HITLERS, tryannts, or other terrorist Political Criminals of www.PCTerror.com can travel or conduct business. GPS tracking and face recognition is accomplished by all citizens monitoring everyone else around them. Bigots, cynics, hypocrites and diversity of all races is ABOLISHED by citizens shunning those who have no integrity or respect for the rights of others. BidOnKeith.com remains waiting for all citizens to RISE UP and actually protect the rights of all others. Who contacts Keith Duncan now and joins http://www.UNITYurl.com by forming their own COMMUNITY FAITH BASED Cooperative Ministries at all levels regardless of religious dogma and type casting. Keith

Luke 24 On the Road to Emmaus

13 Now that same day two of them were going to a village called Emmaus, about seven miles[a] from Jerusalem. 14 They were talking with each other about everything that had happened. 15 As they talked and discussed these things with each other, Jesus himself came up and walked along with them; 16 but they were kept from recognizing him.

Below is A short email to my PR firm Brittany who defrauded me of $6,000 since March 2015. http://www.ChristDomain.com that unifies all churches as overseers of all communities. It can not get any simpler and direct.

Bait and switch? no need. these URL all tied together as one massive solution is the solution for the NEXT problem.

In order: 1. Corruption. 2. Housing, 3. Food/water 4. Safety 5. prosperity as no criminal can survive when they are enslaved to be the builder of the new communities funded with their criminally acquired assets. Which side of the ultimate fence are you on? Right now you are the only person in purgatory of www.SolutionURL.com ... oh please, SUE ME, as no one else has ever filed a legal lawsuit
against me. You will be the absolute first. Each criminal defrauded me, I filed legal lawsuit and they filed TPO's against me claiming I 'stalked/harassed' them, when in fact, I collected all their own criminal activities and turned it OVER to law enforcement.

From anyone's prospective, THAT is why they ordered my kidnapping and why so many people go to PRISON when first honest person, then next, then millions and billions actually USE what I have gifted them. Such a waste of my time, repeating all these true facts.....

I logged in and can NOT request any refund in the Billing and Payments section since it was PREPAID.
If unable to get WIX.com to refund (since I have already contacted them) and asked them to TRANSFER COMBO yearly to my own client account, then refund the prorated amount directly to my paypal account. This was your responsibility, not mine.

As far as publicity and pending lawsuits against everyone who BREACHED CONTRACTS and actively PREVENTED my firms from conducting business and making profit, the legal term and formal court charge is 'hindering the conduct of business'.

You claim you are a success driven PR Firm with bookings every week. You had your chances for one year to have international recognition using any of the Solutions shown to the world on http://www.BuiltBykeith.com it truly pains myself to think I have to spend 5 minutes asking you do do ANYTHING at all. Such as complete waste of my time, assets, and why I am here on Earth. Have you figured that out yet. Luke 24: 13:16 with emphasis on verse 16, then verse 32 forward. ### end of email.

The USA government and country is on the verge of total collapse because of the crimes committed by top level USA Government officials. Many are tied to #1 Terrorist ManHuntRose DOT COMmunity by their own signatures and testimony. This includes YOU, Sally Yates who is now Deputy Attorney General (Wash the SIN out of Washington #25 video) regarding Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 that was used for attempted murder by all involved based on CANCELLED Cobb County GA TPO 11.1.1171.99 dated July 15, 2011 by DA Patrick Head. Therefore no violation 922g8 violation COULD ever have occurred Sept 25, 2011 at Langley.
expect the USA MILITARY, the PUBLIC, the PRESS to be on your doorsteps demanding you confess your groups sins and felony crimes to National Press, FBI James Comey, AG Loretta Lynch to actually USE SolutionGovernment DOT COMmunity to remove all criminals from society once and for all. This is child's work under ChristDomain DOT Community oversight of all governments and corporations to restore Peace and Harmony throughout MY land for MY PEOPLE. I just founded my own church consisting of ALL churches.

Here are my NOTEPAD notes about TODAY's activities.
I made multiple calls to the top levels of USA government. left message with Washington Post reporter. And stirred up the CRIMINALS Nest by calling AgileLaw.com in Texas. Boy, was Cyclone Covey's business partner MAD when I told him they were being investigated for cyber crime terrorism.

Terrorist Robert Rose address: 165 Birchwood Dr Cantor, GA 30114
AgileLaw.com 512.348.6525 Partner with Alexander Cyclone Covey answered the phone. I told him they were being investigated for major terrorist cybercrime.
I called Speaker of House Ryan office, Spoke with gatekeeper, left Vmail to Ryan
I called US Military, left message for Kong and others
I called FBI- put on hold for +20 minutes
I called AG -no pickup. What a waste of 8 years of contacting everyone

https://youtu.be/QbrTgaA5vPo  #12 BuiltByKeith Nov 14, 2010 held Hostage by Cobb and Cherokee County Judges and my own lawyers. 1 min 15 sec Rose Children confessing their dad is a criminal. Gabrielle Rose said QUOTE "a lot of bad men want to hurt my daddy.. He had to sell off his pickup truck. He bought a 'girlie' car. “
INTERPOL.
Original IseeStand BuiltByKeith pLAYLIST. A FEW ARE PRIVATE VIDEOS. WHICH ONES. CAN i recover based on kduncan@bellsouth.net or Keith@BuiltBykeith.com?

https://youtu.be/kH7lBQn7jwo?list=PLfjEPo0gd3pV79Tv2u8OsBa33hxpPf28Y
#25 Wash The Sin out of Washington is 100% Valid as USA Government is about to collapse.

www.IseeJustice.com
https://youtu.be/HX4RsBMwpmo?list=PLfjEPo0gd3pV79Tv2u8OsBa33hxpPf28Y
https://youtu.be/bupaL9hZSS8  GOD’s Playlist ChristDomain.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z21nSNG96ZM&list=PLqm0s6lJx5l2NljH9oqj0E0OVgeF5tPE  God’s Playlist also.

For ChristDomain.com  Great BBC Video #4  https://youtu.be/vBcOrwnATXg  about The Individual before God.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQGw1tKEpEg  AntiChrist Identified.
http://youtu.be/jpg47SXzUXw  ROME.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cu5vNs1fMiA  Major PROBLEM SOLVER.


The USA government and country is on the verge of total collapse because of the crimes committed by top level USA Government officials. Many are tied to #1 Terrorist ManHuntRose DOT COMmunity by their own signatures and testimony. This includes YOU, Sally Yates who is now Deputy Attorney General (Wash the SIN out of Washington #25 video) regarding Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 that was used for attempted murder by all involved based on CANCELLED Cobb County GA TPO 11.1.1171.99 dated July 15, 2011 by DA Patrick Head. Therefore no violation 922g8 violation COULD ever have occurred Sept 25, 2011 at Langley.
expect the USA MILITARY, the PUBLIC, the PRESS to be on your doorsteps demanding you confess your groups sins and felony crimes to National Press, FBI James Comey, AG Loretta Lynch to actually USE http://www.SolutionGovernment.com to remove all criminals from society once and for all. This is childs work under ChristDomain DOT Community oversight of all governments and corporations to restore Peace and Harmony throughout MY land for MY PEOPLE. I just founded my own church consisting of ALL churches.

ChristDomain.com active.
https://youtu.be/cu5vNs1fMiA IcStand Technology to avoid Fraud and Enforce Business transactions. Oct 20, 2010 right when Forsyth County GA Judgment 08SC-1345 was granted and Pierce the Corporation Veil was criminally denied despite months of protests. Judge McClellan clearly took 364 days after 2 days of testimony to DENY me everything except 7% interest annually on original $109,800 3 promissory notes used to finance ROSE’s #1 Terrorist organizations.


You can follow our news and updates via social media. Join the conversation!

Facebook: www.facebook.com/turnback.crime

Twitter: https://twitter.com/TurnBackCrime

Instagram: http://instagram.com/turnbackcrime

#TogetherWeCan #TurnBackCrime


**Seizure of assets - Sec. 806:** Section 806 of the Act could result in the civil seizure of their assets without a prior hearing, and without them ever being convicted of a crime. It is by far the most significant change of which political organizations need to be aware. Section 806 amended the civil asset forfeiture statute to authorize the government to seize and forfeit: all assets, foreign or domestic (i) of any individual, entity, or organization engaged in planning or perpetrating any act of domestic or international terrorism against the United States, or their property, and all assets, foreign or domestic, affording any person a source of influence over
any such entity or organization or (ii) acquired or maintained by any person with the intent and for the purpose of supporting, planning, conducting, or concealing an act of domestic or international terrorism against the United States, citizens or residents of the United States or their property or (iii) derived from, involved in, or used or intended to be used to commit any act of domestic or international terrorism against the United States, citizens or residents of the United States, or their property.

### Dec 6, 2015 World Re-Broadcast. If anyone has a more powerful suggestion, please just DO IT.

Today is Sunday, Dec 6, 2015 as I am in 5 pm service of www.NewLifeTheFort.com
   phone +63(2) 729-9673 for Thursday midweek service.
info@newlifethefort.com lifegroups@newlifethefort.com communications@newlifethefort.com
admin@NewLifeTheFort.com
   theleague@newlifethefort.com youthjam@newlifethefort.com won@newlifethefort.com

“How Great is our GOD” is the opening song. How many of you have been forsaken by others because of their overwhelming greed and ability to commit crimes that go undetected and unpunished. Do criminals pay taxes. Do criminals turn themselves in because of their guilt.

This ties into Grace, Faith, Hope, and Love of GOD and why so many of our own humanity are clueless, clueless, and con-artists of deception, smoke and mirrors. All of these are carefully explained in all these world broadcasts.

The Pastor Mylene speaks about 400 years of Jewish bondage and slavery by the Egyptians back in the times of Moses. This was about 3,500 years ago. Exodus shows the ultimate tragedies and what GOD did to liberate his people. Can everyone see that the people had to actually Act with Authority to free themselves under the leadership of the few people who had Integrity, Virtue, and their sight on GOD’s purpose for the lives and immediate futures.

Mylene speaks about the creation of the universe as recorded by other religions. Moses declared that GOD existed before the existence of anything. Debating the finer points of the origination of our universe is actually a fruitless situation. What ever is actually decided does not change that our universe was indeed created at some point. Maybe it has always existed back to the beginning of time with the assumption that many time has no boundaries. Does this really matter?

Mylene asks ‘Why does anything exist at all’. Why is there something compared to Nothing. It is easy to imagine nothing. Simple focus on the single word NOTHING. There it is. It happened. Why did God create anything at all. Why was life created and the inner workings of our entire universe. If you have a better name for my FATHER, please feel free to use whatever label you want. For my FATHER does indeed desire a personal relationship between himself and each of his created beings.

Geneiss 1:2-4-8 … Then God saw the light, that it was good; and God views the light from the darkness.” For evil versus good is a dividing line where one can not exist without the other. It is the black and white, the alpha and omega, the beginning and the end, the extension of GOD himself. God never had to create anything. Why did GOD create form and function out of VOID nothingness.

The varieties of life are almost unlimited. Have any of you created anything of worldly significance during your lifetime? If you have, what life force enabled you to accomplish these tasks. At the end of each creation cycle of Genesis. ‘And GOD saw that it was GOOD’. He said this to acknowledge progress. Who was it good for? Was it for GOD’s benefit… Or was this the creation of
the foundational resources that would enable his prime creation of MAN to survive, prosper, and thrive IF and ONLY if they could learn to take care of these loaned, gifted assets.

10,425 species of birds were created. 32,900 species of fish. ROSES, sunflower, orchids, are part 3,740 ?? species of flowers. Psalm 19:1-5 The HEAVENS declare the glory of GOD, and ….. their voice is not heard.”. Note: Keith has no wi-fi access so all of todays world posts are pure real-time. Usually I am on-line with BibleGateWay.com

Creation was made for us. God proclaimed over and over, IT IS GOOD’. Genesis 1:26-27 THEN God said, let us make human beings in our image, to be like ourselves. They will reign over the fish in the sea, the birds in the sky, the livestock, all the wold animals on the earth, and the small animals that scurry along the ground. So God created human beings …..

Mylene speaks about what place we are currently placed. God prepared everything for us in the beginning, kicked the starter, fanned the flames, and allows our world to move collectively and individually on it’s own pathways. Seldom does GOD intervene except when he sees his creation is about to self-destruct. After 2,000 biblical years since Christ actually started his own ministries, we are at the ultimate crossroads of decisive and divisible self-genocide or finally understanding the true nature of why we are here.

Genesis 1:28-31 … and that is what happened….. Then God looked over all he had made, and he saw that it was very good. and day and night….."

Mylene asks if any one scuba dives. Yes. Since year 1979 N.C.S.U. college class. I really would like to go to CEBU and even Great Australian Reef sometime.

Genesis 2:18 And the LORD GOD said, ‘It is not good for man to be alone. I will make him a helper comparable to him.” So God created an equality partner to complement man. EVE was the original answer to the dual relationship between GOD and man, and man between women. One can not exist without the other. The RED Calvary Ft Lauderdale Florida USA T-Shirt I use says “Believe’ on the front. Who BeLIEve(s) the LIE that our governments actually protect all of our rights. The last three letters are EVE. Mylene speaks about the reasons GOD set our humanity into action and motion. Stagnation is not an option for anything in our universe. God created the tree of Knowledge and Evil for a reason. EVE supplied the fruit to Adam after the serpent (a sly or treacherous person, esp. one
who exploits a position of trust in order to betray it.) convinced her that it was a solution for herself and Adams relationships management.

Without relationships, our universe can never exist in the plurality of change management. It this not so obvious. God provided an abundance of everything to enjoy. God blessed them and gave them responsibility. He gave them purpose. Genesis 1:28 “then God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the earth.”

1Timothy 1:9 “who has saved us and called us with a holy calling, not according to our works, but according to HIS own purpose and grace which …”

Be fruitful and multiply….. Has this occurred throughout the course of history. How many of my people have been murdered and enslaved because of basic mankind’s predatory and sinful greed. 2 Tim 1:9 “For God saved us and called us to live a holy life. He did this, not because we deserved it, but because that was his plan from before the beginning of time - to show…. “

John 1:16 (AMP) repeated “For out of His fullness (abundance) we have all received (all had a share and we were all supplied with) one grace after another and spiritual blessing upon spiritual blessing, and even favor upon favor, and gift (heaped) upon gift. “ Mylene speaks about the sun (SON) raising and setting each and every day. Mylene closes with prayer now. From the very beginning there was grace, faith, hope, light, and love. She invites the congregation to accept Christ if they now recognize the intricate relationships that were established between GOD and his creations from the beginning of time.

For this is indeed, all about relationship re-Management. For humanity has consistently pushed the boundaries and limits of their own possibilities. Now, in year 2015, the most important turning point has been reached in the history of man. The details are spelled out in the most recent broadcasts posted for the world to see, believe, and ACT with AUTHORITY for the benefits of all others. http://www.IseeIunderStand.com

Mylene reminds that giving back to God and the church is fundamental. NewLifeTheFort.com moves into a new dedicated building sometime next year.

Here I AM. For I have well over $400 Million USD due me for what so many criminals did to me. This includes the IRS WhistleBlower Feb 2009 cases 658, 659, 671, 672 that have never been acknowledged by nora.Beardsley@IRS.gov or amanda.D.Houston@IRS.gov that have never resulting in any callback or acknowledgement. The same is true of the THOUSANDS of direct contacts I have made to literally millions of people. DEADLY SILENCE remains the true issue since ROSE threatened me way back in fall of 2007.

The video presentation now is about the Workers Appreciation 2015. It shows the recreational and play time of the church families. basketball bab mitten, food festivals, community game time, exercise, and assortment of relationship activities. Myleen acknowledges that the people are the backbone of any church.

### Dec 5, 2015 world rebroadcast.
The next major press release was approved and went out Thanksgiving day. It is posted in top of BuiltByKeith.com and other ordained working sites. If all these simple acts of faith work like ordain and biblical designed, it will finally turn our entire world over to God focused people.

It is high noon again. This was a famous time in a popular series of old Wild West movies in USA when the gun fighters from ok corral faced off on the Main Street of destiny.
Just when will all my satanic accusers rush to the FBI and AG offices to confess their assorted and deadly serious felony crimes of conspiracy, forgery, extortion, collusion, willful obstruction of federal and military investigations, destruction of massive publicly and pubic visible Documentation. For the most extreme form of adulterous prostitution is being actively conducted by so many of your elected, appointed, and promoted leaders and executives. They act with complete impunity and immunity from all laws because they directly control the flow of information including all of your secrets, financial files, and daily locations and activities.

This is what Robert Dee Rose has done for 15 years. The FBI even said in a recorded conversation that Rose did not work for the USA government. Another key attorney general gatekeeper stated in fall 2013 that "we do not actually help people. We only prosecute people."

The truth will always be that key high powered officials work directly for Rose and his layered satanic criminals that have no boundaries.

Justice and recovery of first of any of my rights has never occurred because of all the evil blocking actions of this really long list of criminals shown to public and military on SolutionURL.com and all of these profoundly truthful broadcasts and personal deliveries of the absolute evidence facts.

This has not occurred for me since all these cowards refuse to face their judgment day. Biggest grin grin of all time is they will be enslaved by only their own previous signatures I have shown the world for years. Often within minutes and hours of each crime, I am commanding justice be served..... Such a showdown will occur when the public and churches truly take these legal, financial, and spiritual Godly matters to the Press and leadership to command they stop all these crimes against humanity and massive scandals, coverups, conspiracies, and total one way drain of their own God loaded and loaned gifted assets to the Criminal Ruling Elite.

The end results of the ultimate gold at the end of these rainbows I build and provide are reality as the public uses what I provided them in the name of our own Holy Trinity. This is the alpha and omega. www.ChristDomain.com final design and creation of a singular spiritual assembly of faithful and ethical world citizens. Join UnityURL.com is everyone's first step to justice and righteousness.

Greetings to our entire world. I am squeaky clean, even scrubbed behind my ears. Looks like I will need to invest in a pure white suit and matching long white flowing vestment cloak since I have never had anything to hide. In pure biblical fact, I have had everything to reveal to our world of misguided and idol worshiping blinded fools. Yes, there are quite a few very honest, ethical, wise, and integrity focused persons still breathing. They are just so hard to identify and find since so many people are in denial and survival mode. They therefore spend little time seeing that God and his saintly spirited messianic messengers of faith, hope, and love walk among them in their daily strolls through life.

Teenagers and others have been using the Internet Text message of YOLO. The definition is "You Only Live Once". The prime difference between ‘saved’ souls and unrepentant criminals is actually quite simple. Criminals spend their entire lives committing crimes to amass fortunes while living at the highest standards of society. They absolutely hate the concept of their own mortality for Death means they go to HELL and they loose all that wealth, prestige, and power of being Satanic rulers over the dead and enslaved carcasses and cadavers of you, my people.

Those who are truly innocent of greed and power hungry capitalism are those who have a personal relationship with the FATHER-GOD = GOD-Father and with as many fellow human beings as possible. This is the one degree of separation that becomes reality with www.SolutionURL.com and the singular database of www.URLiDent.com
For God does have a keen and often cruel sense of humor. Since GOD created mankind in his own image, can everyone now see WHY there is light and darkness, Evil and Righteousness, and the progression of time that is recorded by Keith Brent Duncan.

Today, I am so, so bored sitting here in my Manila rented room. I think I may soon purchase the last component of my stolen R&D lab that was instrumental in the technology finality of these God gifted, divine, and ordained ministries to complete what Jesus Christ almost accomplished 2,000 years ago.

For Christ was unifying all people under our one Father. This is what I have completed....

START of NEXT church service. The goal is to bring more people into all congregations.

It is now 6:15 pm Manila time as I sit for third time in Church of God International lead by Brother Eli. The church is known as Members Church of God International (MCGI) when MCGI Presiding Minister Eliseo Soriano started his radio program Ang Dating Daan (ADD). ADD is the name on the church sign. I am trying to find location of the Monday through Friday workshop seminar series. The upstairs chapel has about 60 people in attendance with the web broadcast TV in the front. One of the websites state that Lead minister Brother Eli is in exile because of recent threats.

John 10:7, 9-10 “Therefore Jesus said again, “Very truly I tell you, I am the gate for the sheep. I am the gate; whoever enters through me will be saved. They will come in and go out, and find pasture. The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.”

Again the next passage is also critical about the days after Christ was Crucified by the religious leaders after Jesus showed them their evil ways

Chapter Luke 24: On the Road to Emmaus
Verse 13 “Now that same day two of them were going to a village called Emmaus, about seven miles[a] from Jerusalem. 14 They were talking with each other about everything that had happened. 15 As they talked and discussed these things with each other, Jesus himself came up and walked along with them; 16 but they were kept from recognizing him. 17 He asked them, “What are you discussing together as you walk along?”

This is exactly what I have been asking of almost everyone I meet. Tell me about your life, your struggles, your happiness, and what motivates you to proceed on your own life journey. For on exactly April 3 to 5, I was at Emmaus Nickopolis Israel on my own return from walk to Emmaus that I started in year 1991 at St Stephens United Methodist Church on Sardis Road, Charlotte NC USA.

The TV broadcast screen is below the prime heading ‘TO GOD BE THE GLORY’. Mike is my philippine host. On the right side is III John 7. Hindi Po Kami Tuma Tanggap NG Abuloy Sa Hinda Da Namin kapanampalataya. III John 7: “It was for the sake of the Name that they went out, receiving no help from the pagans.”

1 cor 5:13, Galations 5:27. 1 peter 13, 1 john 4:1, Matthew 24:21

Mike my friend translator is saying the web broadcast pastor is speaking about the travesties of our current world such as polluted air, water, lack of adequate food and housing. Pastor says so many people are ‘brain washing’ their conjugated congregations to think and believe in only their own theology that has been refined to protect their organizational uniqueness. This is the ultimate form of exclusivity that so many religions have used to become political enemies of their own communities of faith and grace. Even Brother Eli’s history.

In 1346 to 1353, 75 to 200 million people perished in Europe because of the ‘Black Death’. In 1918-1919, between 20 and 40 million people. The influenza pandemic was a cleansing of humanity
based on their inability to solve simple food, water, and medical issues. This was at the end of World War I.

The current threats to mankind are the most extreme in world history. Too many despots, terrorists, and world leaders hold nuclear commands in their grasp as well as they control the flow of the technology information to manipulate and enslave my people ONE LAST TIME.

1 Cor 5:12 “What business is it of mine to judge those outside the church? Are you not to judge those inside? 13 God will judge those outside. “Expel the wicked person from among you.”

Matthew 24:24 “For false messiahs and false prophets will appear and perform great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect. 25 See, I have told you ahead of time.” 26 “So if anyone tells you, ‘There he is, out in the wilderness,’ do not go out; or, ‘Here he is, in the inner rooms,’ do not believe it. 27 For as lightning that comes from the east is visible even in the west, so will be the coming of the Son of Man. 28 Wherever there is a carcass, there the vultures will gather.”

I am real time capturing these passages using www.BibleGateWay.com as I have done for years. On the video is the NYC 9/11 World Trade Tower terrorist attacks from year 2001. This is where I went over Thanksgiving 2001 with the Duncan family. I returned to NYC from Sept 18 to Sept 25, 2011 for the end research on the Political Corruption and devastating conditions of Harlem and other areas. How odd, that the USA Government shipped me to NYC Metro Correctional Prison in April 2012 timeframe. As I looked out the barred windows everyday, I fully expected a rally of protestors to be demanding my immediate release to the FBI and AG custody. I was calling the local NYC PUKE PRETENDERS and contacting absolutely everyone I knew through the other inmates to FINALLY get released from the kidnapping conspiracies of ROSE that are indeed outrageously bizarre in all respects.

Back to the broadcast. Their banner on screen is ‘Thanksgiving to GOD’. We are back in the ADVENT season begins four Sundays before Christmas. (2) The Christmas Season includes the twelve days from sunset Christmas Eve (December 24) through Epiphany (January 6)

1 Thessalonians 4:17 After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the Lord forever.

Revelations in Philippine language is Apocalopis 6 and 12:5
Dick is my new younger translator. He says the Pastor is speaking about the divisions of the churches against each other. The Rapture will happen as many horrifying events will occur. Keith notes these have already been occurring for a long time.

Luke 21:25

Revelations 12:17 Then the dragon was enraged at the woman and went off to wage war against the rest of her offspring—those who keep God’s commands and hold fast their testimony about Jesus. Luke 21:25 “There will be signs in the sun, moon and stars. On the earth, nations will be in anguish and perplexity at the roaring and tossing of the sea. 26 People will faint from terror, apprehensive of what is coming on the world, for the heavenly bodies will be shaken. 27 At that time they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory. 28 When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.”
The Pastor speaks about the sequence of events that are foretold in Revelations. The opening of the seven Seals by the messianic messengers of Faith and Grace that I have been searching for, for so many years.

Mark 12: 30 Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength.’[f] 31 The second is this: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’[g] There is no commandment greater than these.”

Luke 21:8 He replied: “Watch out that you are not deceived. For many will come in my name, claiming, ‘I am he,’ and, ‘The time is near.’ Do not follow them. 9 When you hear of wars and uprisings, do not be frightened. **These things must happen first, but the end will not come right away.”**

The pastor quotes the bible saying that many false witnesses will appear claiming to be the messiah and having the answers to mankind's issues, problem, and concerns. All one really has to do is backtrack their money and true heart to see if they are self-serving or in service to all others. For Christ lived a solitary life traveling the world in search of the NEXT greatest places of needs. This is what I have also done.

On key is to NOT be afraid. For death is actually a welcome relief for those who have faithfully served others their entire lives. The prime difference between a saved person and an unrepentant person is shown above in simple black and white.

Luke 24:12 “But before all this, they will seize you and persecute you. This is what occurred to myself, Keith Duncan, on Feb 22, 2011, then Sept 5, 2011, then Oct 3, 2011 through Jan 28, 2014 that still has never been resolved.

Luke 24:16 **You will be betrayed even by parents, brothers and sisters, relatives and friends, and they will put some of you to death. 17 Everyone will hate you because of me. 18 But not a hair of your head will perish. 19 Stand firm, and you will win life.**

This almost occurred during the above periods and can still occur since few honest ethical persons in any level of authority have ever been identified. That is why these revelation events have already been occurring as family conflicts are tearing the fabric out of humanity.

Verse 19: By your endurance, you will gain your lives.

Luke 24:28 When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.”

The horrifying events are occurring. We must all have faith and take action to avert the end results of the planned Criminal Ruling Elite overtake of mankind.

Luke 24:34 “Be careful, or your hearts will be weighed down with carousing, drunkenness and the anxieties of life, and that day will close on you suddenly like a trap. 35 For it will come on all those who live on the face of the whole earth. 36 Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be able to escape all that is about to happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man.”

37 **Each day Jesus was teaching at the temple, and each evening he went out to spend the night on the hill called the Mount of Olives, 38 and all the people came early in the morning to hear him at the temple.**

Here I am, waiting for the congregations of my people to actually utilize the Acts of Wisdom that are comprehensively completed on clearinghouse [http://www.BuiltByKeith.com](http://www.BuiltByKeith.com)
Mankind has an overwhelming problem with the vices of life. This includes gossip, drugs, alcohol, sex, theft, assault, deception, lies, and assortment of other murderous self-centered and self-entitling behaviors and actions. The pastor states we must all be properly prepared for these current end times so we can transition to the ERA3 that is clearly spelled out on IFJC2.com and NewZion2.com under the new world order of http://www.UNIocracy.com

Luke 17:29 But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all. 30 “It will be just like this on the day the Son of Man is revealed.

The mindset of our people must be focused on Righteousness and Equality with Justice being served by everyone protecting the rights of all others. Combined with ACTION with AUTHORITY for the benefits of all others, this is all that is comprehensively required of all mankind.

Luke 17:33 Whoever tries to keep their life will lose it, and whoever loses their life will preserve it. 34 I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. 35 Two women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left.” [36] (this is blank in NIV) Other translations have verse 36 “But watch at all times, praying you may have strength to escape all these things that will take place, and to stand before the Son of Man.

37 “Where, Lord?” they asked. He replied, “Where there is a dead body, there the vultures will gather.”

The news reports around the world will reveal the spiraling down of the state of humanity. The pastor now speaks about setting up a broadcast channel for Brother Eli to speak across the globe. Eli is currently in exile because of major death threats to him here in Philippines.

How much longer will it take before the actual RAPTURE occurs. The bible actually does not use the word Rapture but tells about the removal of key persons who are righteous so that the AntiChrist Satanic forces can take rule over the remaining societies. This has been explained over and over by Keith Duncan and other solution providers who observe and create solutions.

The pastor speaks on Prayer to have strength to escape the travesties imposed on humanity by the criminals. Those who preserve will be able to stand up in community of faith and grace with GOD, Christ, the Holy Spirit and the rest of the ‘saved’ persons of ultimate faith.

The pastor speaks about a group of ‘watchers’ who observe the true state of humanity. He speaks about storing up the basics in preparation for the Revelations being fulfilled in the name of the Holy Trinity. For earthly possessions are made of inorganic matters. Except LOVE and the Breath of Life are also earthly possessions. Relationships have always been the prime design of GOD to come into unified conformity with each other and with GOD himself.

Few people, including top religious leaders actually focus whole heartily on the needs of their own people and communities. Too many people live in the fast lane of life acquiring as many material possessions as possible out of greed. Our focus should always be on living in the moment for the benefit and values of others with the anticipation and focus on leaving legacies of knowledge and education for our subsequent generations.

Matthew 4:3 Satan tempted Christ in many ways. The subsequent passages show that CHRIST rejected the rule of the Devil. The ultimate struggle of prime conflicts is occurring right now. These are the henchmen of evil who control your lives as most are completely unaware they have already been enslaved.
Keith: Why others do not see these obvious perils, dangers, and degradation of society are clearly uneducated and apathetically blinded fools. This is shown in the following passage described by the pastor.

Matthew 4:8  “Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world and their splendor. 9 “All this I will give you,” he said, “if you will bow down and worship me.” 10 Jesus said to him, “Away from me, Satan! For it is written: ‘Worship the Lord your God, and serve him only.’” 11 Then the devil left him, and angels came and attended him.

**Jesus Begins to Preach is the next section in the Bible.**

The trap occurs Luke 21:35 and related passages shown above.

**Faith in Action** 11:1 Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not see. 2 This is what the ancients were commended for. 3 By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God’s command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible.

2 Peter 1:8 For if you possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from being ineffective and unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. 9 But whoever does not have them is nearsighted and blind, forgetting that they have been cleansed from their past sins. 10 Therefore, my brothers and sisters, **make every effort to confirm your calling and election.** For if you do these things, you will never stumble, 11 and you will receive a rich welcome into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

Election is the [http://www.SolutionURL.com](http://www.SolutionURL.com) that puts full power and authority in the hands of all citizens over all their governments and corporations.

##### Additional notes;

Dec 11  Friday 6:30 pm. Bible Exposition is part of the ‘ADD’ educational ministries.

I truly do expect to interview speak with the NEXT religious leader as well as heads of state when the public, press, and churches finally start utilizing these profoundly valid Acts of Wisdom ministries. That is another boiled down to basics end final results.

If anyone can truly find a fault with anything I have gifted to mankind, then by all means, please provide a more comprehensive solution that actually benefits everyone first before yourself. This is the basis of completed [http://www.SolutionFinal.com](http://www.SolutionFinal.com) 5 steps to solve any problem or issue regardless of the origin or history.

**Early Dec 6, 2015 Email I just sent to Family and a few key journalists and lawyers.**

To family and a few key 'OTHERS' from 1 Cor 13:13 The Golden Rule.

Most people would forgive and forget minor indiscretions and false witness testimony. I remain 100% ashamed of the felony crimes you each have committed for so many years. Is it not clear that anyone who witnesses a crime and/or has knowledge of a crime, has a moral, ethical, and legal obligation to report these crimes and the supporting evidence to law enforcement. It is the basis for all governments for citizens to protect the rights of all OTHERS.

All these 'NOAH's flood' of solutions are ordained, created, and world published to wipe the true 'unrepentant' criminals off the face of Mother Earth by the honest focused citizens shunning all criminals based on only the criminals own evidence and signatures. Can any of you explain why all
those court documents that I smuggled out of HELL-JAIL have been sealed and disappeared from anyone being able to retrieve them under Freedom of Information Act. Each shows conspiracies, false witness, and avoidance of simply seeing any of the original Marietta P.D. Larceny 1.11.2506 report I filed Feb 4, 2011 that was closed the SAME day. How could that one police report be forged 3 more times, used to create kidnapping Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 Feb 22, 2011, dismissed July 15, 2011 after I told my own own Lawyer Berry Vic Reynolds that I was actively speaking with FBI-AG-Press-USmarshals-IRS-Lawyers-Churches, and PUBLIC with PRESS about the extensive political corruption that has existed in all these counties tied to ONE supercriminal Terrorist.

Then I was KIDNAPPED Oct 3, 2011 after debriefing USA Air Force Sept 25, 2011.

Then denied every single one of my rights to NOTIFY USA Government, Military, PRESS, Churches, and PUBLIC that all my Intellectual Property was being systematically stolen and sold off to OTHER TERRORISTS because of the Quad-Trillions $$$ value of solutions I have been creating and gifting to our entire world in the name of the HOLY TRINITY.

Then all my assets stolen by Duncan Clan, Brian Walker and anyone who could freely walk into my $100,000 USD cash paid condo for 848 days. Subsequently it was sold off by Brian Walker and ROSE. Walker then ?murdered? Dec 7, 2013 (TWO YEARS AGO) as I was dumped on street Jan 28, 2014 with DISMISSED 4:11cr112 that was SEALED from public view.

Feel FREE to contact Norfolk VA Judge Thurman K Jackson or FBI James Comey or AG Loretta Lynch or USA military or literally ANYONE to ask them one question:

1. Exactly WHY was I at Langley Air Force Base Sept 25, 2011 asking for safe-haven and delivering the world’s first ANTI-CRIME solutions to the USA Military for THEM to investigate the FBI-AG-USMarshals-IRS as they are indeed 100% involved in terrorist actions against YOU and our very own USA government.

READ the ENTIRETY of home page of last http://www.ChristDomain.com as ChristDom.com was already taken.

So RUN to the FBI-AG headquarters before the USA Military, PUBLIC, PRESS, all descend on your homes with hoards of people loyal to Keith Duncan as the #1 GOD-PEOPLE Human Rights activist of all time.

All it really has taken is the FIRST honest person, then NEXT to cross-promote what I have gifted all of humanity. LOVE and CARE for others.
You are the first to see this last updated world saving diagram. Keith Duncan. I AM WHO I AM.

-------- Forwarded message --------
Yesterday’s re-broadcast.

https://youtu.be/cQqqyLhZ2Ok  Safe affordable housing is easy for mankind to provide for itself. All it really takes is raw materials … and manpower.

SolutionHousing.com Dec 4, 2015
World Class SolutionFinal.com created in Record time.

When criminals are enslaved based upon their own evidence with URLident.com, their assets are seized by Military, ethical Governments and Citizens under the oversight of all church communities of www.ChristDomain.com

The extremely wealthy criminals who own land will forfeit everything including property rights granted by corrupt politicians of PCTerror.com. Titles to land granted to all qualifying citizens along with free building materials listed below so they can construct their own self-regulated and self-governed communities using www.UNITYurl.com and SolutionGovernment.com management of their own well paid consultant leadership.

The true value of Philippines and other similar paradise lands are their natural resources of beaches, mountains, fertile farm lands, underground natural resources of oil, coal, mines, fresh water as well as their historical significance of churches, land-air-sea battles of brutality, and some of the most peaceful Integrity based people on the face of MY PLANET EARTH that I have claimed CHRIST DOMINION over for many years.

Who actually owns the land you stand on? Is it squatters, governments, corrupt land owners, Satanic kingdom builders, Robert Dee Rose Real Estate Holdings, (Einstein Holdings INC), or underground criminal enterprises known as the Criminal Ruling Elite who hide with the BankSTERS, Mobsters, Gangsters, Cyber criminals, and other evil henchmen.

There are now NO additional world problems that www.BuiltByKeith.com has not solved using SolutionFinal.com

Who uses BidOnKeith.com now and actually PROTECTS Keith Duncan’s rights of Freedom of Speech + Spiritual Rights as the Sovereign Ambassador Messianic Messenger Journalist of all time.

Who? the public screams in outrage on what so many have done to Keith to steal his assets and threaten his life with death BECAUSE he went to USA Military on Sept 25, 2011 and has documented the living HELL out of HEAVEN paradise here on earth.

I have even been accused of run-on sentences as I truly hate the extra effort of that extra period and two extra spaces…. So unnecessary in the true flow of LIFE I protect with my own LIFE.

216 pesos Portland  40 kg.
9. 10, 12, 16 mm. Rebar for concrete Per meter cost is: 60 83 119 208 pesos.
Sand cubic meter. 1100 pesos
Gravel 1600. Grade 40.

Waterproofing wall Paint 90 to 100 sq meters 2000 pesos
1900 reg wall paint.
Roofing paint. 100 sq meters. 2000 pesos.
Thin concrete block. 16 inch 4 x 8. 11 pesos.

Alan Urech, not a breathing soul has done anything. I am creating ChristDomain.com website now. SolutionGOD.com and URLiDent.com Communities recently were broadcast to the world. I host my own press conference broadcasts this entire time. For I will be listing all the sinister objections I have about churches. Including why Roman Catholics deny communion to everyone who is not Catholic. That is truly a sin against my people, who include even you. ..

Greetings Kelly (AndrewJYoungFoundation.org) in the name of our Holy Trinity,

You personally know me and know the extreme situations I have encountered BECAUSE I went to USA Military to debrief them Sept 25, 2011. The rest is recorded history.
I am publishing more for www.SolutionHousing.com right now. It should be YouTube.com builtByKeith #316

Previous published was https://youtu.be/cOqqyLhZ2Ok Safe affordable housing is easy for mankind to provide for itself. All it really takes is raw materials ...

Here is the RAW iPhone text that will soon be #316.

REQUEST: Immediately hold meeting with Andrew Young and his staff to finally GET the PR coverage and for Andy to actually CALL the UNITED NATIONS about www.SolutionUNI.com for I have offered over and over to testify before United Nations as well as Congress to discuss with them WHY they have failed so miserably to actually REPRESENT the RIGHTS of all my 7.38 BILLION PEOPLE.

That is what I do......

If I TRULY knew WHO to contact to resolve all these Crimes against Humanity, I would have YEARS ago.
It is truly near impossible after all my technology, assets, cash, home, bank accounts, and Intellectual Property were stolen before, during, and AFTER I was Kidnapped so many times. All is carefully time lined and documented on WHY, WHO, WHAT, WHEN, and WHERE for world to see.

Who do you know in PR group or News media like CNN or WSB750 Candice Pressley (knows me), or Shane Hannity, or ??? equal....
Nightly News and PRIME Time will just LOVE the press conferences I have been hosting for such a long time. no shows, means DEADLY SILENCE from all.

K

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Dec 4, 2015 at 2:15 PM
Subject: Re: dec 3, 2015 world rebroadcast. The ultimate end game of righteousness and justice.
To: Arthur Vivian Jones <alvjones@gmail.com>

WONDERFUL. I just called your office 5 minutes ago to INVITE you out to DINNER.
There is also a great new movie called CREED.

I also just created ChristDomain.com that is the FINAL proclamation of unifying all churches with ONE degree of Separation.

On Fri, Dec 4, 2015 at 11:52 AM, Arthur Vivian Jones <alvjones@gmail.com> wrote:

    Dear Keith,
    I would value your support in the matter of getting my stuff out there. I will send several documents today. Thanks for your passion for all that is good and just in our world.
    Bishop

On Fri, Dec 4, 2015 at 11:04 AM, Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com> wrote:

    Dear Bishop Arthur. I am incredibly bored. I have been waiting for +8 years to recover my own original $109,800 USD defrauded cash from ROSE per partnership agreement promissory notes he personally signed Nov 2007 resulting in what ROSE did to me.

    When can we met so I can actually help you get your theology into the hearts, minds, and souls of mankind.....
    For your own research indicates you are one of the few True Men of GOD working on behalf of all of humanity

    Keith

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Keith Duncan <builtbykeith@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Dec 4, 2015 at 9:53 AM
Subject: dec 3, 2015 world rebroadcast. The ultimate end game of righteousness and justice.
To: Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>, Berny Dohmann <BJ@ceospaceinc.com>

dec 3, 2015 world rebroadcast.
Daily press conferences are now scheduled on top of http://www.BuiltByKeith.com

Who knows what is the definition of http and www created in 1970's as the ultimate communication pipeline of divine information? It is hyper text transmission protocol and World Wide Web. URL is universal resource locator. In my ordained and Holy world, URL stands for You Are Loved. Http can mean high tolerance transitional person.

I even called Terrorist Robert Dee Rose last night over VOIP to S2sGreen.com USA +1(678)?? He called back from his terrorist VOIP cell 404-867-2063 that NSA, CiA, military, FBI can use to back track his GPS location and extensive criminal call log history.
This is what Rose did to me. He blackmailed someone inside phone company to provide him with who I had called and my exact key locations. This is child’s play in the corner room of cyber crime nursery rings of organized data criminals prevented by solutionBankFraud.com and SolutionURL.com that is a totally open and public society. No one can hide anything at all, including the satanic devil antichrist Rose

Humbly stated, I am a man with no boundaries except those erected by these fried critter criminal snakes. Miracles occur based on what I have gifted all mankind.

I must keep reminding myself why so many people have forsaken myself. Most because they commit crimes on a daily basis thinking no one will ever know or put them on trial because of their extreme power of money and prestige. These God focused ministries out an end to these conditions of financial and spiritual war. I post this also for world to see, believe, and act with authority for the well being and benefits of all others.

Summary. I have directly contacted thousands of people with laser focused solutions. Still dead silence like I am still in the 40 years of wilderness that Moses experienced in exodus. In 1975 I was 17 year old working for God to free my people. Waiting to find honest people is like draining an ocean using a thin drinking straw.

It can be done, just takes a huge amount of suction and millenniums of Gods time. If I can simply motivate my 7.380 billion people to suck at something besides all their vices, crime, and gossip, we could collectively empty this sea of greed in historical record time..... I publish this also.

The last major press release was approved and went out. If it works like ordain and biblical designed, it will finally turn our entire world over to God focused people. The ultimate philosophy revolution reformation movement in current world history.

Greetings to all citizens of our new free world as soon as we rise up with BuiltByKeith.com gifted ministries for all. Translate into Your language and please forward to everyone you know. Everything published to world on BuiltByKeith.com including press conferences I will host daily. Please contact all news stations and even call government leaders. famous SolutionURL.com tells all. Please resend this in translation to all your friends. My Wechat is BuiltByKeith for them to contact Keith Duncan. I remain in Manila completing all these world saving ministries while I still wait for USA government to act or collapse by their own choice.

I first need basic easy to answer facts about Rose terrorist manhunt, why so many USA government top officials are criminals, as so many terrorist criminals have committed multiple crimes like everyone else. I have lost well over $1.2 million usd in real assets to criminals. Not a soul has the commons decency to actually uphold any laws. I own patents, copyrights, and the largest storehouse of wealth that no one sees in cash conversion yet. Let us talk as soon as anyone receives these immediate questions that have gone unanswered by FBI, Attorney General, USA military, Press, and public.

Is it not also clear that I have already claimed first Lien on every single criminals assets that are identified by their own evidence turned over by their victims and by law enforcement? For the solutions shown on BuiltByKeith.com are worth quad trillions to the worlds economies.

Back at Linville Falls North Carolina USA mountains near Grandfather Mountain, I clearly claimed the world as my own inherited dominion. This world is owned by both God and each of you. When each person truly recognizes these truths if reality, our entire world changes for the best of all.

I really should start doing more voice recording and seeing how the automatic speech to text feature works.
These are the series of the greatest stories ever told about the true nature of the human condition including predatory greed. After all this time I am still compulsively compelled to speak the truth of God's love for his creations, as well as teaching everyone to act with authority for the benefit of all others. There are very few Felony and capital crimes that have not been committed against Keith Duncan and billions of his people. Clearly the majority of our governments and corporations have defaulted and de-evolved into the absolute worst corrupt institutes of all time with absolutely no integrity left at the top levels of leadership.

As previously broadcast to the world, there is no greater crime in history than government agents who routinely and systematically break Constitutional, felony, and civil laws in order to profiteer on the backs of the people who have been enslaved by these man-made self-entitling laws that are never seen by the public citizens.

For now eight years I have placed everyone under legal surveillance using the most clean off-the-shelf technology including the use of the Internet to perform background, top level, and foreground research on the business and criminal activities of hundreds of people. Even while in HELL-JAIL for eight hundred and forty eight days, I was paying people on the outside to electronically track the criminal actions of each person tied to Criminal Terrorist ROSE by their own signatures on all those court documents as well as all the personal interactions I had with many of them prior to the historical 3rd kidnapping on Oct 3, 2011.

Anyone who refuses to see and believe that our own USA Government county, state, and federal agents are actively committing treason, espionage, sedition, kidnapping, extortion, black-mail, massive money laundering, murder, and even crimes against humanity are indeed guilty of Willful Obstruction of Justice.

For it has always been a crime to be aware of a crime by evidence and not report it to those who can actually investigate and bring these criminals and terrorists to justice. The ability of anyone to uphold Justice and Equality are easy to complete using the methods and procedures I have detailed and deployed for our entire world to use in daily activities.

This just sent to Interpol on Tuesday, Dec 1, 2015 at 12:20 pm Manila time http://www.interpol.int/Forms/Contact_INTERPOL You can do the same.

DIRECT to INTERPOL and USA's FBI-AG-Military
Please IMMEDIATELY go read www.URLiDent.com and http://www.SolutionURL.com along with www.SolutionGovernment.com as these solutions prevent almost all TERRORIST attacks, Political Crimes, and Crimes against Humanity with YOUR deployment of the singular referential Integrity Database I have published to the world back on Jan 7, 2015 and refined as well as sent directly to you over and over.


I have notified SolutionUNI.com (United Nations), USA Congress, well over 100 International News Media groups, and published all criminal exposes (the ultimate BlackList of criminals like ManHuntRose.com ) for citizens to uphold Justice and Equality.

Therefore most criminals will be shunned by Face Recognition and their own criminal evidence using the singular International Identifier spelled out in http://www.URLident.com

Please contact Keith Duncan directly as my life remains threatened by well over 100 USA government officials tied by their own signatures to terrorist Robert Dee Rose.

None of these extreme observations and solutions are speculations, assumptions, or theories. They are all foundations for a new world government collectively known as http://www.UNIocracy.com

JUST contact Keith Duncan through http://www.BidOnKeith.com as I work for all of humanity including directly for all Military, all law enforcement, and the public.

Humbly and sincerely submitted and broadcast to the world on http://www.IseeIunderStand.com

Keith Duncan